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They Are Folk of Missouri and
of Colorado-Fo- lk
Takes
Strong Ground For Reforms.
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GREENE AND GAYNOR, AWAITING A REHEARING OF THEIR
CASE, ARE STAR HOARDERS IX
d
MACOX PRISON LIVE IN LUX-UHAND HAVE
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NUMBER WHO

'RECK ON UNION PACIFIC
NEBRASKA

OCCURSJN

Culbcrtson Speaks Against It and Hill of Great Northern Says Never
Knows Rut Each Journey
Forakcr For
Will Be His Last.,
Turns Down Salary Raise.
Washington. Jan. 3. The house
convened today after the holiday re
cess and adjourned after a fifteen
minutes' session.
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House Session Lasted Only Were Killed on Rock Island.
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AGAIN

RECESS OVER

"When
time or waiting for a new trial
without bond, do not fail to visit the
NOMINATION Greene and Gaynor hotel, located at
RAILROAD AND INSURANCE CONTROL-PRIMAMulberry street, one of Macon's most
thoroughfares.
fashionable
Caters
only
In
most
exclusive
the
trade."
Work.
MacDonald Would Sustain President In Anti-TruThe hotel Is the l;bb county Jail
the star "boarders" are Ctipt.
and
Good
Condition
and Wanted
Said Finances in
HenJ. D. Greene and Col. John F.
Oaynor. who, after many exciting ex
insurrection" Debt Paid.
periences as fugitives from Justice in
Canada, were returned to this state,
convicted last March of swindling the
Jefferson City, Mo., Jan. 3. Gov- legislation, he said that cure should t'nlted States government out of hunernor Folk, in his message to the leg- be taken to distinguish between le dreds of thousands of dollars in conmining nection with work of Improvement
and illegitimate
islature today, embodied a number of gitimate
changes relating to life Insurance propositions, lest Irreparable damage upon the Savannah harbor, and sonm a be done one of the state's most profit- - tenced to terms of four years in the
Among fillers
companies.
standard policy for all life companies, able and legitimate resources. Ro- - penitentiary In addition to a fine of
prohibiting discrimination an.l rebat- ferrlng to the revelations last year. In over 1500,000 euch. Thev are now
ing, regulating the election of direc- regard to the management of inmir-- 1 awaiting a' hearing upon, their appeal
ance companies, he said he was not I for a new trial, set for January 6
comtors and requiring
panies to keep at least 76 per cent of Inclined to view the situation with
Occupy Hospital Ward.
premiums received from Missouri pol- alarm, believing there was a middle
Messrs, Greene and Gaynor are sole
pursue,
course
proto
state.
fully
which
will
icy holders invested within the
occupants of the hospital ward on
Also he recommended the enact- tect the Insured as well as the com- the second floor
of the Macon prison.
panies.
He
creamaking
recommended
a
for
crime
the
ment of a law
it
by
The large room, illuminated
anyone for compensation to lobby tion of a department of Insurance, electric
light,
com
is
furnished
with
separate
legislature.
from
the state auditor's fortable cots, chairs and tables, piled
with members of the
Railroads, he said, should be required office.
with newspapers, magazines and
president,"
"Our
passengers
state
the governor said. high
within the
to carry
The stairs leading to the
books.
already
"has
clone
In
much
There should
behalf of apartments
for two cents a mile.
front of the
anti-tru- st
legislation,
we
nomiand
should building andnre nearIt the
be a primary state law for the
Is never neces
thus
In
him
sustain
includhis work. Public sen' sary for the occupants
nation of all elective officers,
mix or min
ing United States senators; every cor- timent Is In favor of such enactment." gle with the common to
herd
of crim
Ho
legislators
advised
the
to care inals.
poration should be required to furnlHh
law
each stockholder with a balance sheet fully consider .the Ohio anti-truDespite recent nsertiona of officials
of its business once a year; there which, he said, had stood the test of that Messrs. Greene and Gaynor have
He reconv lived strictly within prison rules, it is
should be a privilege tax on corpora Judicial determination.
tions doing business In the state; the mended the enactment of a banking generally known In Macon that they
state should regulate the charges of law along the line of the national law have enjoyed liberties prisoners conpublic serylce corporations; the peo and the appointment of a bank ex- victed of much lesser offenses never
pie of each city and town should be aminer. Ho also advised the legisla enjoy.
authorized to purchase and operate ture to make provision by a bond Is
During the past base ball season
their own public utilities. He touched sue to meet the outstanding tertin- thte two were
interested spectators at
1887,
In1889,
1888 and
rates of
amount base ball matinees
upon a number of other subjects.
at Central park.
ing
now with accrued interest to over
cluding child labor, the suppression
A sporting writer for a local paper
as the indebted- - one
of bucketshops and the liquor traffic. $2,000,000, as well......
day referred to the luBty cheer- .1
.1 I
ao
n
tk.
the former Government
1904?
govurrlonV
The
of
SHOULD TOUCH MIXINGV"
t contractors,
'
whereupon,
it is mala.
...j- - me nnunces were
WITH GENTLEST HAND ernor buiu
in kuuiji
Immediately
resigned from,. the
increased
condition, and while urging
Denver, Jan. 3. Governor
Perhaps they dldn t
V.TU institu
club.
read his biennial address to appropriations for
care for notoriety.
legislature
afternoon. Hons, he advised the members to use
this
the
Greene and Gaynor. nave often
Touching on proposed mining fraud care in disbursing the state's funds.
been seen walking tr driving" upon
the streets of this city. siecompanled
by obliging bailiffs. Colonel Gaynor
has gone so far as to make excur
PRE
AT
SMILES
GOULD
Captain
CONSTITUTION GRANTED
sions into the country.
Greene, the older of the two, appears
more retiring In disposition. He Is
said to spend a good portion of his
DICTED CRISIS BY
TO THE PEOPLE OF
time In the back yard of the Jail, eith
er walking for exercise or seated be
neath a tree, poring over a French
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HAVANA SAYS

AGAINST STANDARD
OIL COMPANY

I

Japan Buys Largely of Cordite Testimony Is Taken in San
But Only to Replenish
Her Store.

Antonio In Negro
dier Case.

Sol-

SENATE CONSIDERS THE
NEGRO SOLDIER SITUATION
Washington, Jan. 3. The senate
resumed Its sessions at noon today,
Foraker's resolution providing for an
Inquiry Into the discharge of the colin- ored troops of the Twenty-fift- h
Culberson
fantrty was called up.
addressed the senate on the subject
and said that the conduct of tho ne
gro soldiers at Rrownesville had been
very irritating.
He related that on August 4, the
day before the "shooting up" of the
town, a criminal assault had been
committed by one of the soldiers on
tho wife of a reputablo citizen, and
no arrests had been made for this
crime. In defending President Itoose
veil, Culbcrtson said that the fact that
the troops were negroes hod nothing
Con
to do with their discharge.
fusing as the legal question Involved
was, he said the president's consti
tutional authority and the authority
given hli;i by the articles of war con
ferred in such cases, made the action
legal. He declared In closing that
the people of Texas would defend the
honor of their women with their lives,
and adviod strongly against any ac
U;m .that, would leau to a conflict be
tween the races.
Forakcr followed with an argument
in favor of his resolution, and at the
conclusion of his remarks tho senate agreed to postpone further action
on the. resolution until next Monday.

Topeka. Kan., Jan. 8. It Is still Im
possible to say exactly how many per
sons perished in tne' kocx isiana
train wreck at Alma, Kan., yesterday.
as a number or bodies or Mexicans
were completely destroyed by
TIki
burping of the smoking car.
conductor says there were aevenr-- l
Mexicans on the train, and It Is feared
of these were kllle.
that forty-fou- r
together with four other pnssenirersi
and the negro train porter, making
total of forty-ninOfilclabt Minimize Ijonm.
The Rock Island officials here to
day insisted that but thirty persona
were killed and thirty others seriously Injured In tha collision of two fast
passenger trains near Alma, Kan.
The otllclals declare that the statement attributed to the conductor of.
train No. 29, that he had tickets for
seventy-si- x
Mexicans, Is a mistake.
They assert that at most there were
not over thlrly-flv- e
Mexicans aboard
The known dead
train.
the
are four whites, a negro porter and
twenty-liv- e
Mexican laborers.
There are twelve seriously Injured
Rome may die.
In the hospital here.
At Alma today. In the coroner's In
quest over the victims, responsibility
was placed on John Lynns; the boy
telegrapher, who 'was present aa the
.,
principal witness. '
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WRECK OCCURS OX UNtOX
PACIFIC- WITH FATAL1TIKS.
Omaha. Nob., Jan. 8. The Urrfoaf
Pacific overland limited and the
and ."
Angeles limited, trains No.
both bound for this city, collided taut
night at Drule station, twenty mile
est of North natte; In .a blinding- snow storm. The Los Angnlns train
crashed into the observation
rear of the overland train. There
were thirty passengers In the dbser
vatlon car and one, E. W. Hastings.'
of New York, was instantly killed.
Mail Clerk Worley. of this city, sustained a fractured skull, and a passenger named Jennings was scalded.
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TESTIMONY IN CASE OF
RUSSIAN POLICE PREFECT
MEXICAN REVOLUTIONISTS SENATE COMMITTEE IS
KILLED IN PETERSBURG
AGAINST SALARY. RAISE
A dispatch to the
Chicago. Ja"Chicago, Jan. 3. Judge Landis. Ill Tribune from Washington says:
Havana, Jan. 3. Governor Nunez
The senate committee has turned
saya he will take steps to end gam- the United Slates district court today
demurrer to eight In- down the proposition of the house for
bling, which has become most fla overruled the
Oil more salaries for members and has
dictments against the Standard
grant here.
Havana Is wide open, company for uccepllng rebates from even cut out the increase for the
according to Nunez, and the town of the railroads.
As to two other in sneaker, the vice president and the TRAVELER TAKES LIFE IX
of Itejucal he describes as "Monte dictments the demurrer was sustained members of the cabinet.
IMS HANDS, HAYS HILL.
car-In-th-

3-

In explaining the appearance
on account of technical deflects In the
Chicago, Jan. 3. A dispatch from
Colonel Gaynor upon the streets, an Carlo."
PRESIDENT SENDS IN
Washington credits
Indictments.
official of Uncle Sam is quoted as fol
the following
TWO NOMINATIONS statement to J. J. Hill, of the Great
JAPAN IS STOCKING I P
Crown Appoints Governor This Present Year Will Sur lows
'
"Mr., Gaynor is a sufferer from as
Washington. Jan. 3. The preslden Northern:
ON KUPPLY W EXPLOSIVES. TAKING TESTIMONY IX
type
railway
is
ulso
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and
worst
CASE
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to
of
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tho
late
imOUNSVILLE
thma
todav
Year
dispass Even the
New York, Jan. 3. A coble
"lf
Who Appoints Upper
afflicted with locomotor ataxia. On patch to the American reports that
San Antonio, Jan. 8. Milton G. tion of Edward T- Sanford, of Ten Journey without considering how It
general
we
general
attorney
attorney
have
of
Purdy,
condition
nessee,
will
as
his
end whether It will not be my
account
of
assistant
assistant
government
tho Jupanese
Just Ended.
has bought
House.
driven him out into the country where large quantities of cordite In Lon the United States, began taking testi- md of ItrlKudier General J. Frank last. The enormous Increase In the
volume of tralllc has caused It to b
he has been able to inhale the pure don, which Is being shipped to Japan mony here yesterday in connection lln Hell to be major general.
a common practice on many railroads
ozone, but he has always been closely as rapidly .is the manufacturers can with the Itrownsvllle riot by the solAGAIN
SAYS
HEARST
LOWER LEGISLATIVE
to ullow three trains on a block at th
guarded.'
deliver It. It is stated that Japan Is diers of the 25th Infantry, last August.
same time. Practically they run on
Curiosity was naturally aroused as merely repltnishlng her reserve of Several witnesses were examined. The
WON'T RUN AGAIN
HOUSE IS ELECTED
sight."
to how the men occupied themselves explosives, which were exhausted by testimony Is kept secret.
night angry thn war.
One
in the evening.
WESTERN FRUITERERS
stormed the jail for the
PiiLslmre. Jan. 3. fieorare J. Gould. I citizens
SUSPECT NOT ONE WHO
London, Jan. 3. In a parliamenIX CONVENTION.
railroads, purpose of scouring another prisoner, ANOTHER ItH.ICE PREFECT
system
of
MACKLIN
the
Gould
head
of
CAIT.
SHOT
tary blue book issued today giving arrived here this morning. Speaking Soon after their arrival MesHrs.
Kansas City. Jan. 3. The Western
Topeka, Jan. 3. A negro, believed
KILLED IX 1CUSSI I
Fruit Jobbers association commenced
text of the letters patent and instruc- of the statement of Stuyvesant Fish, Greene and Gaynor were seen on tne
St. Petersburg, Jan. 3. Major Gen- to be the man who shot and seriously
their third annual convention In the
mingling in tn
of the Illinois Cen- - I outside of the prison
tions relating to the new transvaal recently president
eral Von !er Luunltz, prefect of po- wounded Captain Edgar A. Macklln,
"
.
a
afternoon.
Midland hotel yesterday
it wan suggested lice of St. Petersburg, was shot and was examined by the authorities here
constitution Lord Elgin in the pream- tral. that an Industrial crisis is at edge of the mob.
The attendance Is large. After an.
they tako udvantage of the ex- - and killed by a young man at the In- and discharged as the wrong man. It
said:
that
hand,
and
Gould
smiled
ble addressing Lord Selborne states:
address of welcome to the delegate
of the moment and escape stitute of Kxperlmental Medicine this is now believed that If ho Is not the
I'Buslness conditions look very en cltement
by the Hon. H. M. Meardsley, mayor
so it is re ufternoon.
"In announcing to you the transmis couraglng
right one he knows who did the
and the immense volume of They laughed at the idea,
of this city, the different committees
sion of the instrument for promulga- business done by the railroads during lated.
shooting and the authorities of La
were appointed. Then followed
Mrs. Greene and the wife and NOTED AIKTI EC1AMHST IS
Junta have been asked to look out
be equalled, but
tion I am commanded by the king to 1906 will not .
address by the president. W.
rown son of Colonel Gaynor spend
discharged
left
he
..a
as
VIENNA
when
DEAD
him,
l
for
ih.
express through you to the people of ." "
Hrf..
"
"""'""
Anderson, of Topeka. which was dis;
much of the time In Macon, stopping
Vienna. Jin. ". - I'rof. Uenndoff, for the west.
the transvaal his earnest wishes for
cussed by C. H. Williamson, of Quiti-cusually at a leading hotel, and are
He wn noted
the peace and prosperity of the counSupervisors Ordered
He declared that Uie financial lnsti frennent visitors to the Jail. Young archaeologist. Is idead.
111.. H. Ii. Scott Winnipeg. Manin( uiitiiiuilies in TO EXTRADITE MEXICAN
for his iliscovt'i
I tutlons and the industrials are in bet
try ander the new constitution.
toba, it. S. Kruden of Dulutli. Minn..
laynor has.ntree to exclusive circles Thesus.
REVOLUTIONARY AGENTS
Alleged
on
port
desire ia Add. on behalf of his maj- ter .shape at present than at any per
Strictures
T. D. Turner, of Oklahoma City; H-of society among the young men.
San Antonio. Jan. 3. The taking
esty government, that they have ad- iod in American history.
Jones, Sioux Falls, S. 1).. und othevolutionary
$l.(M)0 Clunk.
Mexican
testimony
HATTLESIIIP
In
the
imiTINM
of
in
Barelas.
Imvised his majesty to grant Immediate
"There is no Industrial crisis
ers.
A. F. Dechman, of Oklahoma.
Financiers state that checks for
extradlctlon cases waa con
IS MADLY DAMAGED.
responsible government to the trans- minent." concluded Mr. Gould, "and
City delivered an interesting address
as i,uu nave urea
as
argument
nign
be
amounts
3.
Complaints
are
yesterday
London,
Jan.
and
cluded
vaal in full confidence that under the while the market has declined
re
on the future prospect of the trade
bearing
circulation,
the being made in naval circles that the gan today. The testimony of assistfree Instructions established by' this cently such Is but a temporary and placed In
The new board of county cominls und W. M. Royeance. of I ,ovo. Utah,
relating to the damage which ant United States District Attorney sionors
Greene or Gaynor signature.
facts
commisioners
constitution the prosperity and con- healthful reaction."
met
in tho
read a paper on "Competition and
The two have their meals sent reg H. M. S. Dominion received in Ca- - Cresson. sheriff Robinson of Valver
tentment of the transvaal and its
at tho Bernalillo county court
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dominions In South reiterated yesterday at a meeting of
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D. Turner, of Oklahoma City.
IX MAINE TODAY ing
Dublin, Jan. 8. The members of officers mess of the ship. The ship
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ing has been stopped for the present. tent of the injury. It has leaked out a charter from the American associa- services of certain road supervisors. elaborate
of the transvaal is appointed by the said :
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of however that the vessel Is so badly tion, opened a two day bench show He
"I myself am not and w ill not again Unite recently a large number
imperial government. The legislature
did not state the amount of the during the co ncision which will last
were poisoned on damaged und strained that she will today. There are exhibits from all Judgment,
is to consist of ii legislative council be a candidate for any office, but I valuable hounds
which Is to be paid out of until Friday nitflit. Tho banquet wiil
parts of New England und the
(upper) and a legislative assembly um as much interested as ever ana the public road while proceeding to never be lit for service again. She
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Chinese labor is to be completely manded.
The matter of tho alleged obstruc- their lesullutit elTec.t on making a
so far recovered
abolished In one year after the meet- ing show that the St. Paul road Is- Lord Ileadley near KUlarney, are rived here and reports that over 3,000 the gentleman has required
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

I am everything from office boy
lo secretary." Bald Miss Zimmerman.

'Renting, rrpalra and the selection of
Janitor and engineer, which Is a
most Important part of tho business,
all fall to me. And I like every hit
of IL
"The rare of apartment houses Is
My tenant
an education In Itself.
are lawyers, physicians, teachers, engineers, men who operate mines In
the west, and all sorts of Interesting
people, and they am all willing to
rhat a half hour when I'm there to
hear complaints or see to repairs or
Khow prospective tenants through. 8e
really learn more from my Inter
course with them than I could In
years from books.
'Whenever I am In New York or
Chicago, or some city abroad, the first
thing I want to do Is to visit flats and
apartment houses."

TllLlWDAT,

Headquarters
For Fine

Toilet Goods
We try to keep in slock all the
well known anil reliable Toilet
Preparation on Hie market. If
wo linven't what yon want we
will get it for you. We nro able
lo always servo jronr lntereit"i
In the bos povxihle way.

The HIGHLAND

PERSONAL PROPERTY IiOANS.

WANTED.
WANTKU
An errand boy at the
Lion Store.
WA NTED A capable girl for general

house work. Inquire 90S Copper
avenue.
WANTED At once a saleslady; one
who speaks Spanish preferred, L.
Kempenlch.
WANTED Carriers for paper routes.
Apply 201 South Broadway. Good
pay to right party.
WANTED A girl for general houseMrs. Robert Putney, 615
work.
West Copper avenue.
WANTED A competent girl to do
general housework. Apply at 616
Copper avenue. Call mornings.
WANTED Peopl- e- to goto "p7E.
Daniel for first-clashoe repairing. Corner Railroad avenue and
Broadway.
WANTED Help furnished and
of all kinds secured
promptly, ('all on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone
ss

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
rianos. Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa $10
and na high an $200. Loans are
private.
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain in your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.
On

ALBUQUKRQUK

Capital and

INTEREST

Nice, New, 6 Room

scrplus, $100,000

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

HOUSE
'Inely Furnlslic!, L'lroplact', Horn-- ,
Buggy. Ilurii-ss- ,
Hay. Etc.

270.

WANTED
Cieutlemun's secondhand clothing. No. 515 South Flr.rt
street, south of viaduct. Send adIIKAVY SNOWSTOKM
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
NKAK MIA Kit t'lTY
Occidental Life Building.
proprietor.
This section of the country has
1
been having one of tho heaviest rain
WANTED Bids for the construction
Corner Broadway and
past
during
snowstorms
and
110
the
Gold
N.
Ave.
building
West
Belen,
of
hotel
at
Hearst Men Caught Napping ours
East Railroad venue
M. Plans can be seen at the office
that It has had 'his winter.
snow back In the mountains Is
of E. B. Crlsty, architect, AlbuLose Control of New York The
CARDS
several feet deep.
querque, N. M. The John Becker PROFESSIONAL
'lo Phone, Black ;I0.
Company. Belen, N. M.
Independance League.
FAMILY I Mi FROM
LAWYERS.
WANTEDTeams The ' Santa Fe
ITOMAINU I'OISOMNG
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
Secretary A. M. Hove of the Pecos
Ira,
M. Bond.
teams for coal haul from Hagan
Water Users' association and several SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
DAN TURNS MANIC AT
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
members of his family at !arlsbad
Pensions,
good N. W.. Washington, D. C.
All
for other purposes.
are reported to be severely III from Hill Sot of Teeth
copyrights.
caveats,
teams making application will be land patents,
ptomaine poisoning. Several other iolil Lllllng
IT FOR AN
given work. Geo. O. Marrs. Super- letter pntents, trade marks, claims.
up
tl.fiO
cases are also reported.
R. W. D. Bryan.
intendent.
$6
loli! Crowns
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
iilnlcsM Extracting
50a
FOR RENT.
0TO;RNAKIA!V I'ASTOU
que, N. M. OfTlce,
First National
MAKUIKS 53 COiri'LNS
FOK RENT Up to date furnished Bank building.
Mississippi Governor Pardons Man
GUARI.I. WORK ABSOLUTELY
Kev. C. F. Lawler, pastor of the
rooms, 414 North Fourth street.
E. W. Dobsnn.
ANTEED.
Before He Reached thePrlson
First Baptist church f Trinidad, has
New
FOK RENT
Office,
ATTORNEY AT I.AW.
become known as the marrying
618 North Sixth Cromwell block. Albuquerque, N. M.
house, modern,
to Which He Was Sent.
clergyman
Although
of Trinidad.
street.
DENTISTS.
nearly 80 years old he .has Joined
RENT Nicely furnished room;
FOK
fifty-thryear.
couples
the
lost
of
lie
Copper
only.
723
gentleman
West
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Greeley, Colo. : For New Year's duy has also offlcluted at fifty-on- e
funeravenue.
this section received a raging blizzard als during the same period. Rev. Mr.
Dental Surgeon.
rf snow and wind, making it almost Lawler performed
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building,
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
all
of
impossible for pedestrians
to And
housekeeping;
rent reasonable. over O'Rielly's drug store. Automatn. f. oopr,
weddings solemnized In Las Ana-mic phone 238.
Appointments made
their way for short distances and ab the county the
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
ROOM 13, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
past year, the entire
oiutely dangerous for those who number for the city and county being
cottage by mall.
KENT
Furnished
FOR
etiture out on the plains away from 374.
Lklinmnl J. Alger, D. D. S.
Apply at
flats; very reasonable.
settlement.
For two days the sky
WANT
YOU
DO
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
HQ Coal avenue, east end of via
'
h& been hidden, At noon on New PRAY FOK MY KOHL. I
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. in.; 1:3$
duct.
"Year's day snow began to fall, con- p. m. to 5 p. m.
Both phones. ApKNOW I AM GOINt TO HF.Mi."
y
TO MAKE MONEY? FOK KENT A six rooin
tlnuing until
o'clock, when Ave
by mall.
pointments
made
I know what I have done. Pray
corner
Seventh
house,
of
brick
A or my soul. I know my soul Is going
Inches were piled on the ground.
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
PHYSICIANS.
high wind from the northwest set in, to hell." Albert Riley of Tombstone
at Lommori & Matteucci. 624
causing the snow to drift badly. Cat- uttered the foregoing words after
you
Life
do,
Occidental
the
write
If
DR.
J. II. HAYNES
avenue.
Tijeras
West
tle on the range were In good condi- swallowing a dose of rought on rata Insurunce Co. for full particulars of
Physician und Surgeon.
tion and able to withstand the storm. at his home In that town on Christ' their inducements to energetic men FOK KENT Houses, from 3 to 7
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armijo
rooms; modern; also store rooms
Farmers In this vicinity have gath- mas night. He died within four or and women to sell Its new guaran
building.
and rooming house. W. H. McMH
ered their beet crop, but many In the five hours In spite of all efforts to teed dividend policy. Some of our
DR. R. Ii. HIST.
lion, 211 West Gold avenue.
western end of the county have a con- save his life. Riley had been drinking salesmen are making $200 a week
N. T. Armijo llldg.
Office,
siderable portion still on hand, which for several days before he conceived Why can't you do it. Perhaps you FOK
Nicely
furnished
RENT
Tuberculosis
treated with High
bed roads will now prevent hauling the Idea of
rooms, $1.25 to $1.50 per week
was can If you will try. We want a hust
He
Current and
to the sugar factory.
In
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms Frequency Electrical
a miner, aged 29 years. Despondency ling representative In every town
Treatments given each
for light housekeeping. The Min- Germicide.
following his spree la attributed as New Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Trained
HKAKST MEN OtTSTKI FllOM
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
neapolis House, 524 South Second day from
cause uf his rash act.
nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
TJIK INDEPENDENCE LEAGUE. the
street, Albuquerque, N. M.
straight out .and out guaranteed
UNDERTAKER.
New York:
Following a period of CHRISTMAS AT THE .
contract from start to finish. Easy
FOR KALE.
revolt that bad Its inception In part
BLIND INSTITUTE to talk, easy to sell and honest in
Auto,
phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
FOR SALE Good, gentle cow. 701
before the election, the Gllsey house
Among the enjoyable entertain every particular.
A. BORDERS.
South High Btreet.
clique of the Independence league and ments In Alamogordo was the Christ
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
Black
w. R. IlearBt were completely over mas tree and entertainment given at New Mexico and Arisona, home of FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new Commercial Club building.
or White hearse. $5.
315 S. Third street.
thrown New Year's day, when the the Institute for the Blind, saya the Ice, Albuquerque, N. M.
LE
revolutionists met at the state head Alamogordo Advertiser. The manage
FOTt-SAARCHITECTS.
A $4u iTpTano for $1110"
quarters and elected a complete set ment endeavored in every way possl
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
Call 109 West Tljeras avenue.
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar
ef new officers for the state commit ble to make it pleasant for the unfor
FOR SALE Thirty range mares In nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
tee.
Land
tunate ones In their charge and In Department of the Interior,
Iiffrelng,
good condition.
Oscar
Both phones.
Availing themeselves of that clause this they were assisted by the mer
OfTlce ut Santa Fe. N. M.
Bernalillo, N. M.
in the league's constitution which chants and citizens of Alamogordo,
Dec. 29, 190B.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
SALE A good puylng business
provides for the annual election of About $50 worth of goods and cloth
Notice Is hereby given that Santl FOR
best location In the city. W. H. Mc
officers on the llrst Tuesday of every ing were distributed among the pupils ago Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has
J. R. Farwell.
Million, 211 West Gold avenue.
January, thirty-si- x
members of the beside the usual accompaniment of tiled notice of his Intention to make
Room 2 3. N. T. Armijo building.
special
Furniture,
state committee, called together by candles and good things to eat. About final five-yea
FOK
at
SALE
proof in support of
NOTARY PUBLIC.
discount from now until the end
met Just before one hundred guests were present, his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
noon on that day and gave themselves which were all that could be com 10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906. for the
of the year. Star furniture Co,
I'lios.
K. I. Miuldisou.
ever to the task of superseding the fortably taken care of. Superintend' SVi NEU and lots 1 and 2, Section
214 West Gold avenue.
Office with W. It. Childers.
117
nen that Hearst had placed In com ent GUI desires to thank all who as.
Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and FOK SALE Majority of stock In es West Gold avenue.
aaand of tho organization and who sisted them in the entertainment and that said proof will be made before
tablished and paying retail bust
bad become distasteful to the rank especially Rev. Ft. C. Meeker and H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
ness. Incorporated.
HIDDEN DANGERS.
Owner wishes
and file.
to leave city. Address No. 1126
Prof. Rorex, who made appropriate Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
A a matter of fact, the ma conNature Gives Timely Warnings That
Daily Cltlzon.
with the dlstrlbu M.. on Feb. 5, 1907.
tent stole a march on the OLpostion talks and assisted
No Albuquerque Citizen Can
presents.
He names the following witnesses Foil .sATT;
OTt" TRADE Fifteen
and finding the latter wholly unpre- tion of the
Afford to Ignore.
to prove his continuous residence up
room house, No. 724 South Second
pared, they encountered no difficulty ARIZONA PIONEERS
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz
Danger signal No. 1 comes from the
for property In California,
street
In completely dominating the sltua
AT
TICNON
MEET
Venceslado Grlego, Salomon Grle
They will warn
Write John Krlck, 431 East Sec kidney secretions.
Uon.
The annual meeting of the Society go. Darlo Chavez and J. it. carpen
ond street, Long Beach, California you when tho kidneys are sick. Well
wus
at
Pio
held
of Arizona Pioneers
ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
house, kidneys excrete a clear, amber fluid.
IS MANIAC NIGHTLY FOR
Foil SALE Fourteeii-rooneer hall, Tucson. There was a large
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Sick kidneys send out a thin, 'pale
or
unfurnished,
electric
furnished
AN IIOITII AT MIDNIGHT, atteridance.
of
officers
The election
Register,
light, city water. 315 S. Third St and foamy, or u thick, red.
Kent, Ohio:
Raving
madness, waa the first order of business which
urine, full of sediment and Irregular of
Mrs. M. A. Sehach.
which comes upon him every night at resulted in electing the following
passage.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
midnight and which passes oft In an President, Col. Thomas Hughes: sec
FOK SALE Gel busy, stop paying
Danger Signal No. 2 comes from
I will sell for $500 a cozy
hour, leaving him rational, has re- retary. W. W. Williams; treasurer, U Department of the Interior.
rent.
Land
the back. Back pains, dull and heavy,
large
snug
two
and
sulted in the commitment of John M. Jacobs; marshal, Monte Manafeld
little
house
or sharp and acute, tell you of sIck
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Kastine, S5 years old, to the Mosxllton trustees. W. F. Scott; S. R. DeLong,
lots. Close In. Little .caHh down kidneys and warn you of
Dec. 29, 1906.
the coming
Albuquer
rent.
Htete hospital.
less
balance
than
Curglll
and twelve
E. N. Fish. A. II.
or dropsy, diabetes and Bright's disNotice is hereby given that Luclo
que
Second
Bastlne has a wife and three chil other vice presidents. After the elec Ortega
506
South
Co..
Junk
ease. Ooan's Kidney Pills cure sick
of Chlllll, N. M., has filed no
dren In Poland. He has been work tlon of officers the members on in
street.
kidneys and cure them permanently.
of his intention to make final
inx to provide funds to bring them vitatlon of the Auxiliary society, in tice
five-yeJ. J. loung of Raton, N. M., passenproof in support of his FOK SALE $1,000 buys the neatest
Here. It is the man s memory of a body repaired to the home of Mrs.
on
right
ger engineer between Las Vegas and
house in the city,
entry No,
something which happened at mid W. F. Scott, the president of that claim, viz: Homestead
70
feet front Katon, says: "I used Doan's Kidney
a Third street corner.
made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
night in the old country, the author! branch, where they enjoyed refresh 6.702
age. This property should sell for Pills and was greatly pleased with the
WVj NEW and K
NWH. Section
Ties nay, that drives him insane, and ments and a most enjoyable after
$2,000, for it is well worth $2,000 results I got from them. I had been
12. Township 8 N.. Range 6 E., and
it is that which prevents his return. noon.
having backache and twinges of pain
but owner says "sell for half vnlue
that said proof wll be made before
It la believed. What the 'xomi-thinin my back and also a slight urinary
so here Is your chance. Albuquer
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
is they cannot explain.
SALT
OF
MWNLON
BISHOP
que Junk company. 508 South Sec trouble, and when I -- ead about Doan's
Commissioner, ut Alhuuuerque, N
LAKE VISITS ARIZONA M.. on Feb. 5. 1907.
Kidney mils I got a box. They cured
ond street.
I'AKDON GKANTF.D ItF.FOKK
Phoenix will in all probability be
He names the following witnesses
Dyspepsia is America's curse. Bur- me of the trouble, and I cfin speak
PRISON IS F.VF.N ENTERED. paid a viHit at an early date by the
to prove his continuous residence up dock Blood Bitters conquers dyspep- nigbly of them. I know of a great
Jackson, Miss.: For tho first time Right Rev. Iawrence Scanlon, Cathn on, und cultivation
masy other railroad men who have
of, the laud, viz sia every time. It drives out impurila History a pardon has been granted lie bishop of Salt
and one o:
Francisco Garcia, Kstolano Ortega ties, tones the stomach, restores per- used your remedy with good results."
m. limn in nun maiu
the
prominent
of
officials
r or saia by all dealers. Price 60
convicted or crime the most
Sanchez and Edward Carter fect digestion, normal
weight und
before he had entered prison to serve church In this country, says the Phoe Lorenzo
cents. Foster-MilburCo.. Buffalo.
all of Chtlill. N. M.
good
health.
several
his term.
for
He
Republican.
has
Now York, sole agents for the United
nix
MANUEL It. OTERO.
It. L. McI.icnJiin, a young attorney days past been tsittng at Prescott,
States. Remember the name Doan's
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
er tjreene county, Miss., was given a and yesterday came as far toward
and take no other. 3.
lull pardon, issued by Governor Var this city as Hot Springs Junction
Department of tti Interior, 'Julted
Ml'I'K E I "OH PUBLICATION.
"man. McLendon was convicted of from which point he went to C:istle
States Land Office.
Wi ll i: I'Oll BLICATIOV.
manslaughter three years ago in Law Hot splines, where he will remain I epart ment of the Interior,
Santa Fe. N. M., Dec. 19. 1906.
l.an
rence county, and sentenced to three some lime. This is not the first viKi
folloDepartment of the Interior, I.and
Notice is hereby given that the
Office at
nla Ke. N. M.
year In the penitentiary.
wing-named
The crime of liishnn Scanlon to Castle Hoi
claimant has filed no:it Simla Fe. New Mexico.
Dec. 29. 1906.
r which he was convicted was the Springs, he having spent some thn
Notice is hereby given that Jesus tice of his intention to make final
December -- C. ltfOti.
killing of a livery stable keeper of at the springs several years ago whe ortt-KNotice is hereby given that Pablo
of Chilill, N. M, has tiled proof jn support of his claim uuJer
ireene
county,
who,
Mclenilon he paid this city a very pleasant vll notice of his Intention to make Una sections 111 aud 17 of the art of tjiillegos of Belen. N. M., has tiled
claimed, had wronKed his wife
r
of several days. On this occasion h
proof in support
of hi March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854), as notice of bis Intention lo nmke tlnal
McLendon appealed from his con- - made many friends In the dly wh claim, viz: Homestead
entry
No amended by tho act of February 21. live year proof in support
of his
Vlction by the lower court to the su will be pleased to learn of his pros
F.ntry No.
for the 1893 (27 Stats. 470), and that said claim, viz: Homestead
nreme court, and that court attlrmed pective visit. It is due to the effort 6.703 made Dec. 10. 1,1901,
pro6621. made October 21. 1901. for the
W',4 NW4 proof will be made, before the
SWV
SWi. Section
the lower court's decision.
After put forth by Bishop Scanlon that th
4 N,
2. Township
NW14 SW i Section 12. Town bate clerk at ljs Lunas, N. M.. on NW!. Section
the opinion hod
given out by the handsome St Mary's cathedral at Salt and
Chav-fKaiixe 3 W, und that said proof will
ship 8 N., Range 6 E., and that said January 20, 19n7, vis: Marlaua
KUpreme court
Vardaman grantee Lake, completed but u few month Droof will be made before
do Otero, for tho Small Holding be niude before Jesus Luna. Probate
H. W. S
mm a full pardon, believing Mr!n
ii is sum iu Otero, United States Court Conunls Clulin No. 2fi4 7. sltunte In Sec. 3. T. Clerk, at 1ak Lunas. N, M , on Febru
hko was constructed.
don was Justified In his action.
neighborhood
ary 7, 19U7.
have coHt In the
sloner. at Albuquerque, N. M., on IN, R. 2 K.
He was appointed pastor Feb. 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
$300,000.
lie nauies the following witnesses
GREAT ItESI I TS EXPEt'IED
adwhol
to prove hi, continuous residence upHe names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous
FROM THE SILENCE ( I KE of Salt Lake City ami of the
Ansoniu. Conn.illeglnnlng with the territory of Clan In August of 1873 to prove his continuous residence up- verse possession of said tract for on, und cultivation of, the land, viz:
Buperto Jurainlllo. of Belen, N. M.;
New Tear a number of society wome Iuter. in 1887, he was consecrated on, and cultivation of, the land, viz: twenty years uext precediug the suran
Simon Serua, of Los Chavez, X. M. ;
Francisco Garcia, Kstolano Ortego, vey of the township, viz:
in this city will take the "silence bishop of Larunda (Asia Minor)
Pablo Bullejos, of Los Lunas, N. M. ;
Francisco A r agon y Bacu, of
cure.
The treatment is very t.im vicar apostolic of I'tah. In 18l he Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
Luuas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon.
Jesus Jarninillo y Oallego, of Belen,
pie. and consist of keeping the mouth was appointed the first bishop of Salt all r Chllili. N. M.
,
N. M.
Orona, Quirino Samore. of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
closed. They assert that the result: Iake and has since made that city his
,
M ANt'F.L K. OTKIIO,
N. M.
Register.
Will be marvelous. hencfHing not only home.
Any person who desires to proteat
Register.
His rise in the church has bee
Tne patient, but in many cases bring
county
Tlli
Cured of Lung Trouble.
against the allowance of said proof,
ing recuperative peace to other mem rapid. He wua born in
I
years
reasince had or who knows of any substantial
"It is now eleven
perary. Ireland, in 1843. and was edu
Fur any diseuse of the skill there U
bers of the family.
The women claim thut people talk rated In the common schools of th a narrow escapo from consumption," son under the laws and regulations nothing better thun Chamberlain's
It relieves the itching and
loo much, which nuuns a tremendou city of Cashul until he was eighteen writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business of the interior department why such Halve.
waste of energy, eventually under years of age. Later he attended All man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had run proof tibould not be allowed will be burning sensation Instantly and soon
down In weight to 135 pounds, and given an opportunity at the above effects a cure. Sold by all druggists.
mining the health and bringing along Hallows college, Dublin, from vhl
a train of ills the cause of which few institution he graduated. He was or coughing was constant, both by duyg mentioned time and place to cross
Finally I begun tuk-in- cxainlue the witnesses of said claim- MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
suspect.
The T. P. R assoelstalon dallied on June 24th. 1868, and ha and by night.
PILLS
Dr. King's New Discovery, and ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
the inoHt prominent club in the city prior to beginning his work in Salt
Thrjr overrom WeUniM, trrriru-lritt it
will debate the subject
nex Iuke. been pastor of churches in Kan continued this fur about six months, of tbut submits by claimant.
nuj uutaUu,tiK-iBviur
and InuiisU
iiiia uf
meeting.
when my cough and lung trouble were
MANUKL. R. OTERO.
Francisco and other California point
1 tiy
rv IA V
Register.
entirely gone and 1 was restored to
awtin
unitntiuvU, ttttwr'
d
Uirlrltt
c ltlait-nof ornn and body.
my normal weight, 170 pounds."
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
YOt'NG WOMAN GHADI ATE
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
rvuifdy for 01111 squallknou
BKOMO
1
!).
o
a
viulnine Thousands of persons are healed
l do naiai iiik
IN FELL IIAR;E OF FLAT Take LAXATIVE
y. litem.
pHrr mi
cuiua a iiraurr.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADby anitlt. Moltl hi drutnrlala.
Cleveland. Ohio: Miss Julia Ziin Tablets. Druggists refund money if every year. Guaranteed by all drugJo
MOT!
CHEMICAL
GROYE'B
W.
DRUG
merman, daughter of Frederick Zlm tt fall to cure. E.
AT WALTON'S
gists. fiOr and $100.
Trial bottle CANDIES,
FOR BALE BY a u ANN 4 SON.
merman und graduate from Vassal' Signature I on each box. 25c.
free.
STORE.

$33.00

PHARMACY

SNOWSWEPT

NEW MEXICO

POR TERF ELD CO.

forty-h-

live-room-

extends to Depositors Every Proper

and

Solicit

OimCERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President: W.
Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . sat, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
l.

a

Cro-jwel-

DEP08IT0RY

FOK THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

o

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO
f

,

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

one-seven- th

us

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. . DKPOtlTOHY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

two-stor-

6-- 8,

Accommodation,
Capital, $150,000.00.

New Accounts

Depository for Alchisos, Topeks

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Saota Fe Rallwiy Company

o

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

$100,000.00
. . .

22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts

the Wor.2

46-4-

'
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We Want

Your Banking Business

DIRECTORS
B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
J. A. Weinman. F. H. btrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. Marron.
D. H.

Wm.

Farr. J.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers

m

ar

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

00404K4

"OLD RELIABLE."

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Csrries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

.t

Il

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

99990

Is

AVENUE.

RAILROAD

five-yea-

z

e. PUTNEY

187J.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

n

,

ESTABLISHED

J.

C.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M- -

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, looi.g best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILD1NU PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Ouil-lorm-

General Building SgppHes

Per-alta-

v

t

SCREEN DOORS
Third And Marqucttt

Both Phones

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

Dis-

First and Marqoetle

Albuqoerque, New Mexico
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lands. Thin report therefore probably had some part In the decline In
Oreat Northern, which sold down to
t H In one day's trading. London's
attitude on American securities Is
being watched closely at present owing principally to the high charges
exacted there for carrying American
shares over settlement day.
Whether the decline here is a temporary one caused by a momentary
crisis of small magnitude or a more
serious Interruption to the marking
up of prices Is the principal problem
Just now. That all lines of Industry
continue to thrive no one denies and
from this It Is argued that the dreams
Why New Year Saw Decline of a further bull movement are not
unreasonable.
But Just at this point
the money situation looms up as the
In Many Stocks Listed
big factor. A bull campaign requires
large capital and the New York
on the Market.
banks are milked dry. Unless Mr.
Shaw should change his mind, or
conditions abroad loosen sufficiently
to permit of gold Importations It Is
hard to see where the funds are to
come from. An Illustration of the
HAD MUCHTO DO IN IT present situation that should not be
lost sight of Is that while the Wall
street trader has been paying a rate
of from 10 to JO per cent for money
loans
Wide Margin Between Stock and payable on call, mercantile
have been made right along at
Mercantile Rates of Interest
around 6 per cent. In other words.
apparently
the banks themselves
Tells the Bank View.
have regarded a merchant's Indorsed
note as better collateral to lend on
than the stocks offered by the brokHpecial Correspondence.
erage houses. The banks were obligMttw York. Jan. $. Wall Htreet ha
ed January 1st to finance the paybee experiencing one of Its periodi- ment of dividends aggregating over
s.
cal
The efforts of the
$180,000,000.
"bis Interests" to keep up
The report of the Nt pinning comprtaes sad at the same time sell pany Is a very Interesting one and
with
met
stocks to the public have
shows a strange state of affairs, and
a severe check due principally to Sec makes the rise of the stock to above
to
tary Bfcaw'a praiseworthy refusal
of
30 and Its collapse to 13, more
at the funds of the national a mystery than ever. The principal
Jugtry to aid In stock market
mystery Is why It ever went to 30 at
glory. The pressure brought to bear all. The report says that the 10 per
most
oa Mr. Khaw was probably the
cent of the property mined shows a
AsHUm-In- g
severe a secretary of the treasury has profit of about
2,000.000.
ever keen called upon to withstand
that all the rest of the operations
but he has maintained throughout turn out as well it means a total
that his duty was to the country at value of $20,000,000, or approximatelarge and not to the couple of acres ly $16 or $17 per share of stock. Of
between Trinity church and the East course there Is the gambler's chance
river in which the stock exchange Is that further operations might make
situated.
Prices were held pretty It worth more, and of course also
well tn trying times before elec.
here Is the chance that the later
and afterward in spite of high money workings might turn out of leRS value.
and bad bank statements, speculators At any rate It Is difficult to see what
believing that high railroad earnings induced the Guggenheims to pay for
and favorable statistics in all lines of an option on 400.000 shares at $25
rndoetry would counteract what they per share. The Niplsslng fiasco has
were pleased to regard as merely had less effect than was expected on
technical difficulties in the money other mining shares, some of which
market. This frame of mind lasted continue In good demand on the
for a considerable time and In fact "Curb" where they are traded In.
taflfed longer than It should have.
The proceedings by Attorney GenOven the sharp warning conveyed by eral Mayer, of New York, against
the Bank of England some weeks the American Ice company had little
ago. in raising its discount rate was or no effect on the stock. There was
disregarded and it was not until
a decline of a few points followed
Shaw made it plain that not by more than a complete recovery.
even a deficit in the reserves of the The stock is not active and to supNew York banks would move him port the price was not a very diffithat the temper of the street under- cult matter.
went a change. The result was a
spUHng out of some small stocks ac- RAIN IN' ARIZONA
companied by declines that resulted
BENEFICIAL TO STOCK
in tne failure on December 23 of
A Tucson dispatch says there is Joy
what had been a prominent broker- among
the stockmen of Southern Art- age Arm. This firm had been carrycopious rains
ing some heavy long accounts in sona because of the
Reading, sharing in the general be- which have fallen during the past
lief that the dividend would be in- few days.
The rain came Just at the time
creased. But the directors decided to
needed almost as badly
make no change at this time and the when it was
fell
result was a drop in the stock. The as the general rain, whichseveral
southern Arizona
weakness that developed In the mar- throughout
ago and started the grass to
ket recently was not confined to any weeks
at a time when the grazing
particular group of shares but was growing
Morgan was decidedly limited and cattlemen
general. While the
that their cattle would die by
and Hill stocks such as Reading and feared
during the winter from
hundreds
the
so
did
Northern
suffered
the
Oreat
Harrrman and Standard Oil proper- starvation.
The grass started on the range by
ties as Is shown by the falling off in
very short
Southern Pacific. Union Pacific and the recent rains U still
and needed moisture badly to conHt. Paol.
One cause of the gloomy feeling tinue Its growth. Consequently the
among bull speculators undoubtedly warm rain last evening and today fillbill nicely. With this rainfall
has been the dissatisfaction over the ed the
the grass will be helped along in fine
announcements of the
stc4ont!" by the Oreat Northern and shape and as a result the cattlemen
Ht. Paul.
"melons" are Jubilant.
These
A telephone message from Phoenix
are now referred to derisively as
"lemons" and in fact appear to be stated that the rainfall had been con
little more than a somewhat drastic tinuous there and had benefitted the
manoeuvre to force the stockholders agricultural ranchers there. along
the
The rain was general
to give needed funds for the properthis territies at a time when it would have been Southern Pacific lines inInNew
Mexico,
difficult to negotiate loans through tory and extended also
bankers. If it Is necessary for great
prosperous railroads to resort to such CHINAMAN SUICIDES
AT TOMBSTONE
methods to obtain funds, asks the
stock trader, then of what kind of
A Chinaman by the name of Hung
stuff Is their prosperity made. To I.im, committed suicide in Jail at
thin the railroad man replies that it Tombstone Friday night by hanging
is his prosperity and nothing else that himself with his cue. He slipped it
forces him to Beek funds for new around his neck and then tied the end
track, new equipment and new lines to the top of the cell and Jumped off
meet the growing demand for from his bunk into space. The body
transportation.
railway
Whatever was not found until early Saturday.
war he the facts in the matter there The remains were removed to a local
Is no doubt that the incident has pro- undertaking parlor and were inter
Impression. red after the coroner's luqueKt Sun
duced an unfavorable
Another source of uneasiness is the day.
new potent subject of the public and
This is the second effort I.im lias
r ewe mien lal attitude towards
made to take his life. Three days
The report that the
ago he took the top off of a gas Jet
authorities will seek to tax and held his mouth over it, breathing
the Oreat Northern ore lands, now the gas. He was seen by the other
leaded to the United States Steel
prisoners, who notified the Jailer In
at the value placed upon time to frustrate the attempt. I.im
by officers of the had been in Jail five days waiting de
them recently
Oreat Werthern wji." not without ef- portation. He was brought to Tomb
fect. If this is done it win be at the stone by Inspector C. T. t'onnell.
flaveaae of the Oreat Northern and
not ( the steel corporation as by the
Tlio Right Name.
rernut of the lease the Oreat NorthMr. August Sherpe. the popular
er is to pay the taxes on these overxcer of the poor at Fort Madison
la., says: "Dr. King's New Ufo Pills
are rightly named; they act more
agreeably, do more good and make
one feci better than any other laxa
tivc." Guaranteed to euro bilious55c at nil drug
ness and constipation
stores.
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WILL BE COMPLETE IN
EVERY
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OPENING

Considerable Interest Has
Been Awakened In All Parts

Very

of the Country.

with an Idea to converting them Into summer cottages at the
termination of the exposition. The
general dimension of the buildings
comprising the "village of arts and
crafts" la aa follows: Iron foundary,
60x48 feet; copper and sliver building
117x44
feet; textile building 8x54
feet; model school house 46x15 feet;
hospital 35x60 feet; pottery building
45x41 feet; mothers and chlldrens'
building. 0xl00 feet.
The contracts for all the government work. Including that for the
negro exhibit and the grand piers,
have been awarded and the construction of the same has begun.
The states participation at the exposition, for reason of the mutual Interest and historical connection that
the states have In the event that the
exposition Is to commemorate, will
make this feature of the
more extensive than at any of
the previous expositions. The state
buildings grouped along the water
front of the exposition, facing Hampton Roads, form a beautiful picture
and the scheme of reproducing the
various buildings, famous tn the
states they are to represent, will add
still more to the beauty and historical Interest of the display.
Owing to the more Important part
thnt Virginia Is to play In the exposition, she will have the most Imposing
building of any of the sister states.
The structure represents a large type
of the colonial mansion, of original
design. The building will not house
the state exhibit but will be used entirely for the entertainment of the
guests of the state. It will have a
frontage of 140 feet and a depth of
75 feet.
The broad verandas and
tall white columns, supporting the
balconies, and the handsomely ornamented stone and marble trimmings,
will give the "Old Domonlon" a
building of which she may well be
proud.
The Pennsylvania building will be
:i replica of the old Independence hall
In size and appearof Philadelphia.
ance It will conform to the original
building, even to the tower, eighty
feet high. The famous old Liberty
bell will also be seen at the exposition, making the reproduction of the
Independence hall the more realistic.
Maryland will have a reproduction of
the "Carroll HomeBtead" for her
state building at he exposition, the
legislature having appropriated $50,-00- 0
for their building, the general
dimensions for which are 80x50 feet.
Georgia, the empire state of the
south, will reproduce the Bullock
of President
hall, the birthplace
Roosevelt's mother. The Talmadge
home, the first and one of the only
colonial mansions of the state, will
be represented at the exposition, to
exhibit.
house
the Connecticut
"Adena," the first stone house erected west of the Alleghany mountains.
by Ohio. For
will be reproduced
years this was the executive mansion,
and closely Identified with the Ruck- eye state. The general dimensions of
the building are 100x90 feet.
A replica of the first capltol building of Rhode Island will represent
that state at the exposition. Rhode
Island was the first to approprlte the
money for the erection of a building
the first to
at the
break ground for the. said building,
and will be the first 'to finish the
work. Rhode Island's building will
be 60x50 feet and with Its wide
porches and balconies, together with
its beautiful Rite,, overtaking the waters of Hampton Roads, will make one
of the most attractive structures on
the grounds.
Every department of the work of
the exposition, from the paving of the
streets and sidewalks, to the erection,
of the domes nnd towers of the blg- gest buildings, is progressing In the
most pleasing manner. So this dream
on
city, to be formally introduced
April 2fi, of this yeur, us the James-jtow- n
exposition, that
lis to commemorate the three
nimlversury of the first permanent English speaking settlement
in America, will be an exposition
apart. In that It will be the first cele-- !
hratioii of Its kind that has ever been
complete and ready for the opening
day.

Norfolk. Va., Jan. 3. With the
opening date of the Jamestown Ter
exposition
only four
centennial
months off, the Interest In the celebration that Is to commemorate the
three hundredth anniversary of the
first permanent English speaking settlement In America, Is becoming Intense. Not only ure Individuals and
organizations from all parts of the
country making arrangements to visit
the Jamestown exposition, singly or
In masses on the shores of historical
Hampton Roads, but In many cities
clubs are being organized
for the
sole purpose of advancing the Interests of the
and assuring a large attendance from their
Especially In Massachusetts,
cities.
New
Hampshire,
Connecticut and
Rhode Island, Is the enthusiasm nt
high-watthe
murk, more than
twenty Jamestown
exposition clubs
having been organized In the larger
cities of these states. Much Interest
is being manifested in the exposition
by the Fraternal Order of Eagles, one
of the largest and most Influential
secret organizations of the country.
who are to hold their 1907 annual
convention nt
the
Many of the aeries of this organization
are banding themselves together In
clubs for the purpose of swelling the
attendance of Eagles nt the exposition, and it Is fully expected that at
least 50,000 will soar at the celebra
tion on Sept. 16 to 19th inclusive, the
days that have been set aside by the
exposition company to be known ns
"Eagles Dpys."
On the southern shores of Hampton Roads, some seven or eight miles
from the city of Norfolk, there is
rising as if by magic a beautiful exposition city. Push and progress are
everywhere In evidence and the immense exhibit palaces, government
and state buildings, ull of the old
colonial style of architecture and
for the most part, of permanent construction, are rapidly nenring completion. Thousands of workmen dot
the roofs and scaffolding of the big
structures by day, and in the sunshine appear as so many flies. Hy
night the electricity Is turned on and
a new force of laborers pass In the
gates to carry on the work.
At the head of the "Raleigh
Square" overlooking the grand piers
and the waters of Hampton Roads Is
the auditorium and convention hall,
also known as the administration
building, one of the principal structures of the exposition. The keynote
of the architectural design of the
is colonial and has been
strictly adheared to In the erection
of this building. The auditorium will
be used for the offices of the exposition company us well us for the
headquarters for the many conventions that will hold their annual sessions at the exposition. The seating
capacity of the main hull is 4.000 and
the building will be replete with all
of the modern conveniences.
On either side of the audltorim ami
convention hall, and connected with
It by nolonades. are the palaces of
art and historic art, twin structures
Wisr Counsel From IIk South.
fifty feet high. The group which is
"1 want to give some valuable adalmost complete, forms the corner vice to those who suffer with lame
piece for the architectural design. back nnd kidney trouble." ays J. R.
The exhibit palaces to house the In- Rlankenshlp. of Reck, Tenn. "I have
dustrial dlnplay are alo nearing com- provej to an absolute certainty that
pletion, being under roof and the Electric Kilters will positively cure
decoration work well along. These this distressing condition.
The first
two buildings will be as Immense in bottle gave me great relief and after
proportions us they are beautiful In taking a few more bottles, I was comdesign and construction, having 130,-00- 0 pletely cured; so completely that it
square feet of exhibit space each. becomes a pleasure to recommend
A "village of arts and crafts," to this great remedy."
Sold under guar- house the colonial Industries, consist- - j antee by all druggist;-- . Trice SOc.
er
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"The aversion which

many people
have toward ordinary oil heaters is
largely due to the smoke and smell so
characteristic of the
oil
burner. The removal of these objectionable features and the perfecting
of all mechanical parts, combined with
beauty of design and skilled workmanship, have made the
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W notice that some of the most
physicians of this country and
esunnat
Hurope. who have made a study of the
prsoosH of digetition unite in tho opinion that a kern appetite is a Kreat aid
im proper digestion.
Some even go so
10 say map mere must be a
jroo sharp appetite for the food eulen
in Orrttfr that it be propirly digested
and assimilated. Dr. J. P. PhwIow's
"The Work of the Digestive
How to Cure Chilblains.
numls. which wa
awardtd the Nobel
very clearly the value
wu
"To enjoy freedom from Clill
at nppntitd. lorin
There is no other aurh
sure blains," writes John Kemp. East Otiif
rmrn for creatlnir a healthysafe
appetite field. Me., "I apply Uucklen's Arnica
aa Pubst Blue itiobon, lieer taken ue-- Salve.
nave also used it for salt
or with your
and it Is an
lmeit absolute guarantee of nerfuit rheum with excellent results." Guardlwmtlon. while its tonic und food anteed to cure fever sores, indolent
VAnw cannot on overestimated.
piles, burns, wounds,
frost
Dr. Joseph Kelsler, of the North- ulcers,
bites and skin fllascs. 2c at all
western University of Chicago, In
upon this said: I fully
drug stores.
that ttie moderate una of good
hem- at moal tiim-acts as a tonic and
Our HOl'tiH IKY work don's have
is therefore useful."
Dr. Ftoialur atuiula nt the head cf his to be wahed over. Imperial I.aun
profemunn ana hi word
must carry dry Co.
wret weight with thone seeking
o
friuish.
top to toe, from
For any pain,
Rluo RiMion U such a beer as any cause, applyfrom Thomas' ElecIr.
prod-iu
k
is
rnuaier
reomniemls.
ir.t
it
mult, choicest hops tric OH. Pain can't stay where it la
ft eight-da- y
.aid para water. I'abst eight-da- y
nis.lt used
oikmiuj an tat: vaiuunie loua lemeat
nf the barley in rrcuigejted form. It
Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers
Hoi-Its rich nutrition and
fwru Paut
portiera, 117 Gold avenue. Borradaile
ike tjao ruellnw iiavor which
It from other lccr. This,
fc Co.
years of scientific
with
o
4 what lias put 1'abat Heer
hrcsuK.
Doan's ltegulets cure conslitpation
x tiar in the lad. No food that couatai
nausea, nor any
griping,
faoiu Vm cluauest kitchen can be without
iuttner, pnrur and moru wholesome weakening effect. Ask your druggist
beer.
than tola
for them, t cents per box
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PERFECTION

NOTICE OF MEETIXO.
The annual meeting of the
of the Bank of Commerce
will be held nt its banking house, on
Monday, January 7th. 1907. for the
election of directors for the ensuing
year, and for the transaction of any
other business that may properly
W. S
come before the meeting.
Strlt kler. CaHhler.

Oil

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

vastly superior to all others. Cannot
smoke or smell. Wick cannot be
turned too high or too low. Brass
oil fount beautifully embossed. Holds
four quarts of oil and burns nine
hours. Light and portable; easily
carried about. Warms cold rooms and
heats water quickly. Two finishes
nickel and japan. Every heater warranted. If you cannot get heater or
information from your
dealer, write to our
nearest agency for descriptive circular.
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ment to every room and is
the best lamp for
household use. Perfectly constructed ; sbsolutely safe ;
g
unexcelled In
power. Made of brass
throughout and nickel-plateEvery Urn? warranted.
If not at your dealer's write to our nearest agency.
all-rou-

light-givin-

d.

CONTINENT At. OIL COMPANY.
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Our Prices

THRra

Sam's Worth

All Kinds
(Ily tlllson Gardner.)
Washington. Jan.
.
tntat
Th
value of everything
In the United
States, Including real estate, live
stock, farm Implements, tools, gold
and sliver bullion, railroads, street
railways, clothing, furniture, tearoli-- v
etc., has been summed up by the
government experts, and here Is the
total:
Each year sees an Increase tn the
sum total of our wealth. The count

-

t

Our Work

I

i

j""1-

are right

-J

U

righl

j

Commercial Printing

Haying Added Large Invoice

of New Type Faces
and Latett Stylet of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

HI

which has resulted
In
the above
figures, was made In 1904 and has
Just been tabulated.
The census of
1900 showed the total vatue of property to be $88,517,806,775.
Thus we
have gained something like 19.000,-000,0In four years. This gain Is
In actual tangible commodities, things
which can be seen and handled, and
does not include the kind of values

00

which Wall street nnd the stock
markets deal.
According to the nilthnrlxod Uniru
every mun, woman and child ought
to have more wealth than he or she
had four years ago. If all of the
real estate were divided up on the
basis of Its actual value, and share,
together with the houses, fences and
other Improvements upon the land,
each of the 81,266,001 Individuals In

CITIZEN

In

the United States
would possess
8767.22 worth of real estate.
Four
years previously his share would have
been 691. S3 worth.
The present average value per acre
of real estate with improvements Is
832.76. Four years ago the average
value per acre was 337.60. The total of ull the real estate with Improvements In the United States Is
$62,341,492,134.
Four years ago the
aggregate value was $62,637,638,164.
The total value of all the railroads

C,oxj

iwin

with their equipment, exclusive of
telephone systems, und telegraph
lines. $11,244,762,000.
This Is an Increase over four years ugo, when the
same item was worth $9,035,732,000.
Next to railroads the live stock of
the United States is Its most valuable
asset, amounting as ll does to
which, by the way, is an Increase of about $1,000,000,000 over
this value four years ugo. Manufacturing machinery, tools and implements come next tn value, amounting
to $3,297,764,180.
Lumping together
the products of agriculture and the
mines, Imported merchandise, cloth- $4,073,-791,73-

ii

ii

...PUBLIHED

The Citizen Publishing Co.
(Albuquerque, New Mexico

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

6,

2

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

r We

r

Have No Competition

a

In the Diamond Line

Ing and personal adornments,

furni-

ture, carriages and t'hrlstmas presents, the total Is est I muted at
After ull gold and sliver coin and
bullion are the least Important assets
In our wealth.
The total of these Is
only a paltry $1,998,603,303.
Judging only by the division of the
real estate anil its Improvements
among the people, the least desirable
state in which to reside is Mississippi.
In that state the average per capita
of value of such property Is $168.79.
This is In sharp contrast with a state
like California. .here the per capita

q9o

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

GEMS
On thm Markot

can be seen la our show window marked out io plain figures.

15 Per Cent Less
than the regular jewelers can buy It at wholesale. Not a yellow diamond In the houae. We handle only perfect white diamonds and war
rauted aa represented or your money refunded.

RO S E M

Th

value of real estate nnd Improvements
is 81.671.86, or more notably Nevada,
where It is $2,888.79.
The District
of Columbia on account of its small
er area is even mure remarkable
According to the figures, every resident In the district is entitled to the
value of $2,7S5.C9.
In rich states
like Massachusetts and Rhode Island
the per capita value of real estate
holdings Is high; In the former being
$1,094.29 und In the latter $1,114.18.
Tt 1m interesting to note that there
has been an Increase of real estate
n
values even In old
and deserted New Kngland. Four years ugo
the estimated value of real estate
In
and Improvements
Maine.. New
Hampshire, Vermont. Massachusetts.
Rhode Island anil Connecticut was
$4,953,676,146.
This Increased In
four years to $5,506,508,204.
In 1900 the census count showed
5.592,017
Inhabitants. The population in 1904. according to the census experts, was 5.888,632.
Ho the
average value of an acre of real estate in New Kngluml has Increased
in the sunn- - period from $27.60 to
$32.75 und the per capita value of the
real estate hu increased from $691-3- 3
to $767. 'il.

Man You Can Trutt

11 i(i
t i 1 Shop
t Tha
u mCitizenuPrint
la

where you can get the moat for 4
your money. Wa print every- ti thing but greenback and poat. it
'
age stamps. .Either phone.
a)

f tt

rIEL
1

18 Railroad Avenue

NashElectrical Supply Co.
Latest Designs in Table Lamps. Cliaiukliors, Sh.uks arid
Klectric
Have your House Wiieil.
ALL WOK OUAAATCeo
SOO W. Rmllroad Avnua
a
Both
lloust-Furnishing-

Albuquerque

s.

Foundry and

run-dow-
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Desire For Food
Is Important
Lt Necessary

What Uncle

I

en

Appetite
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Ins; of seven buildings, all of colonial

architecture, la complete, and with
their winding walks snd pretty flower
plots, form one of the most attractive groups of the exposition. These
buildings are all of permanent

exposition
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Machine Works

. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Braai Caitlnra; Or. Coal and tamaer Cara; atafTaca.
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The Elite Restaurant
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meals 25cts.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
120 W. Silver Ave.

Citizen Want Ads for Results
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ARE WE GUILTY OF THINGS
SO VIGOROUSLY CHARGED?

By The Citizen Publishing Company
Huslnes

Prenldriit.

NEW

YER

Mnnafrrr.

RESOLUTIONS

now the time of yonr when thowe who have
k( ray oil from the ntralght and narrow during the past
twelve months are buny framing resolutions to govern
'
th1r conduct during the ensuing year. For the most
these resolutions will be made In perfect good
faith, and, as usual, broken before the end of January.
Just' when the custom of making New Tear's resolutions was Inaugurated Is obscure, but It would seem
o toe a custom of which, as the legal fraternity put It,
(be memory of man runneth not to the contrary.
' Reformation
at any time Is a laudabde action,
though It Is hard to explain why a man cannot an well
reform upon the Fourth of July as upon the first of
January. If he Is leaving behind him the season of
Tom and Jerry, he Is facing the season of Bock beer.
Temptations we have always with us.
does not
The postponement of the "swearlng-off- "
make It any easier. To a certain extent the New Tear
resolution habit Is one of the deadliest enemies of the
cause of temperance.
To form resolutions only to brek them Is weakening to the will and Injurious to a man's own
Kvery time a resolution Is broken It Is that
much harder to keep the next one.
The man who goes out for one last fling on New
Year's eve la likely to feel the need of a bracer New
Tear'a morning. The old adage of the "hair of the
tail of the dog that bit you" Is one of the most potent
factors In filling the alcoholic ward. If you are going
to quit, quit altogether, and do it now.
If you Intend to continue In any of your present
be It smoking, drinking or gambling, do not deceive yourself with false promises.
Jf you cannot keep those New Tear's resolutions,
do not make any.

It

THE JAFFA

ooo

W. T. McCKKHillT,

In

lrt,
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EXERCISE OUR CITIZENSHIP
The chief argument advanced In behalf of Joint
Ktattnood was that the territorial condition U one of
.lutll&ge, formed for the bUfpose of preparing the peopl
particular section for the duties and privileges of
of
that New Mexico had been in such condition for about tlfty years, and was weary of It, deslr-b- S
the rights of full citizenship fur which she Is fully
prepared; and that separate statehood apparently being
impossible, we should accept Jointure as better than no
Utehood at all. The argument was well made, the pre.
mines being true and the conclusion logical.
This being the state of tho case, why Is It that sonus
are so found of running to congress to have it do for us
what, even In our state of tulllage, we are thoroughly
equipped and prepared to do for ourselves?
We have a legislature endowed with the qualification
to make laws for the government of the territory, and
these laws stand unless declared unconstitutional or
nullified by congress. If we believe that we are qualified
then why
for the fullest exercise of
ntultify ourselves by running to congress and asking that
body to do for us what our own legislature is fully able

TMiabbDAY, JANUART

Grocery Comp'y.

In the January number of Kverybody's Magaxlne
ts a tremendously forceful article by Chas. Kdward
Russell which ought to be read most thoughtfully by
every American citizen. It Is the conclusion, the summary, of his notable series of articles on "Holdlers of
the Common Good," nnd In It he contends that In this
land of the free, as we are pleased to call it, the people are subjugated to the rule of privileged Interests to
a degree known nowhere else on earth. He points out
that In all countries except ours there Is being con
structed n new economic system, the basis of which Is
the supremacy of the Interests of the community over
the profits of the Individual. He Illustrates this startling proposition with pregnant facts that come directly
home to every city In this counlry.
He shows us fliat while we cry out incessantly
but Impatiently against the exactions and rebatelngs
of the railroads, all the rest of the world is bringing
the railroads under public ownership or strict control.
While we stand aghast at our monstrous serlet of Insurance scandals, New Zealand has In operation An
scheme that Is absolutely safe and honest.
Germany, France, Italy and Australia have beneficent
e
pensions, but we give the example no thought.
We bitterly denounce the powerful corporations, but
tamely permit them to dictate our legislation.
We
anathematize the political bosses, but meekly vote for
the candidates they nominate and the measures they
stand for.
We are blind to what Is going on In the rest of
the world. The general progress in human rights does
not touch us. We, of all the peoples of the world, have
the least to say In our public nffalrs and il.e least benefit from our enormous wealth.
At least, so Mr. Hus-se- ll
forcefully says, and he makes a mighty interesting
showing of evidence.
In sharp contrast with the clean, smooth-runnin- g
thoroughly adequate street car service of the cities
of Europe, he presents the familiar spectacle in the
average American city of the weary workers coming
from the shops and stotes at close of the day's work
to stand In crowds on every street corner in all kinds
of weather for the Infrequent cars, of the almost riot-pu- s
pushing and pulling and squeezing for a place to
Stand In them all the way home. No other people In
the world tolerates such conditions as we do, because
In no other country are the corporations supreme.
Perhaps some of Mr. Russell's pictures are overdrawn, perhaps some of his truths overheated.
But
he makes a thrilling appeal to American manhood
which every man will be u better citizen for having
read and weighed.

Happy Mew Year

A

"Good Things to Eat"

May it bring to you much joy and gladness.
I thank you for the past patronage, and hope
by personal attention, right prices, good goods

Do You Apprec-

iate Quality?

and courteous treatment to merit and receive

Is price an object to yon when
yon buy gToorrlos?
If so call and let us show you
our goods and give you our
prices. We arc positive you
will be well repaid for your
time.
We buy In car loads and pay
cash for our goods, thereby
getting every possible ' advantage In the purchase of our
Rood.

a continuance orr your iousmess.

Fo

We Give You

the Benefit

tiKAPK NUTS 2 pkgi
25c
i:.NKKD.
IlISCiriTS, each 5c
IKQ MINCE MEAT, Cow
Hoy brand, 3 for
25c
I M POUTED SARDINES
25c
lb. Cans, fancy fish
ni'LK BUCKWHEAT
Fancy old fashioned kind
4 lbs
25c
IMX TOILET SOAP, good
soap, sterilized, 35c box. ,25c
TOMATOES, canned In
unsweetened, two
cans
25c
These tomatoes packed exclusively for us,
6 LOAVES BREAD, Kraok

A TRUE AMERICAN
Old Ettop tells us that a man walking one day with
m lion pointed out a statue of a roan conquering a lion,
and remarked that here was proof that man was more
powerful than the king of beasts. "Hut that statue was
made by a man," retorted I.o. "If a Hon had made
it Jt would have been different." Man makes hiHtory,
and ao history Is a record of what man has done, without
lf
deserved credit to the uulmal creation. But for a
of the Roman empire and western civilization might
ever have been founded. And but for a Nehruska rabbit the fact that man existed on this continent 18,000
years before the time of Christ might have remained
forever buried In the bluffs along the Missouri.
While walking through a wooded tract along the
Missouri river, K. F. nilder found upon the summit of
a hill some human bones scattered about a hole where
Ho got a spade and turned
boys hud dug out a rubhil.
out several skulls that showed signs of great antiquity.
Jrof. Osborn. of Columbia university, was notified, and
for Omaha to investigate. The skulls,
et out post-haswrities Prof. Osborn In the January Century, "Indicate
a man of small cerebral capacity, having a brain Inferior
to; that either of the Indian or the mound builders."
For many obvious reason, discoveries of the re
mains of primitive man have been more numerous in
Tho most Im- JCurope and the eust than In America.
lHjrtant of such discoveries is the trinul man of Java
found a few years ago, and claimed by evolutionists to
be the intermediate between apes and man. Compared
with this antique, the Nehruska man of SO, 000 years ago
la decidedly modern. Yet he Is a mute but eloquent wlt- aea that this continent has been a long time Inhabited
And he also serves to remind us that while we of
this day know a good deal and make a great fuss over
It. there Is a lot we don't know- - even upon our favorite
she-wo-

te

Mibject.

Scattered through Liege are many shops selling
horse meat exclusively, a horsehead attached to the
front of the shop or a sign indicating the business within. Whir. It is not forbidden for a meat market to
handle b th beef and horse meat, it Is quite unusual
to do so, dealers carrying their separate lines. When
the meat is dressed and exposed for sale the only noticeable difference Is in the color, which Is of a deeper red ami a coarser fiber than the beef. Those accustomed to eat horseflesh are loud In Its praise, and
declare it to be as palatable as beef, and thut many
persons eat horseflesh under the Impression that they
are eating beef. There is no doubt that horseflesh U
growing In favor. It sells about half the price of beef
or mutton.
The .dealers, In horse meat are most active in pro
claiming uie prime quality or tneir article and a cam
paign of persuasion is now on. They contend that the
horse In ancient times was held In high esteen; that
the eating of horseflesh dates back before the eighth
century, and that in China the horse has been eaten
for 600 years. The first European people openly prac
tlcing hippophagy were those of Denmark In 1X07. when
Napoleon invaded that country. The Germans also at
tribute that practice In their country to the same per
son during the wars of 1815, at which time the food
supply was very low. The first hippophagic slaughter
house was created In Prussia In 1S4V, also a vear of
great famine.
In r.elgium the eating of horseflesh dates back to
1870, from which time It has been increasing steadily
The only seeming obstacle to its Immediate popularity
Is the prevailing Impression that only the worn-oanimal unable to further serve as a dray horse Is handed
over to the butcher for slaughter and sale. This im
presslon is no doubt circulated by the beef dealers. In
Liege many colts are slaughtered for sale, as well as
young horses. The charge for slaughtering and apprais
Is 60 cents for a horse
ing at the public slaughter-hous- e
and 32 cents for a young horse under eighteen months.
The animal undergoes the same rigid Inspection given
to beef, mutton or pork, which Inspection is under the
supervision of a veterinary duly recognized and appoint
ed by the governmental authorities, under whose guld
ance the public abattoir Is administered. The number of
horses and colts slaughtered for Liege In 1904 was 1
287 and It is estimated at 2,000 head for 1905.
The
choice cuts of horse meat sell for about 20 cents i
pound, while the beef commands about 35 cents. Con
sul McNally of Liege.

THE CARNEGIE RECOGNITION
OF OUR LEADING EDUCATORS

U3a

Furniture, Crockery, Rugs
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Presides!

L.

Krcam

T. C. NEAD. Treat nrer ana Manarer

For the
Best Line of

25c

CANNED KIDNEY BEANS
2 for 25c
2 lb. Can
1 lb. Can.
3 for 25c

hi.

Our OAKERY

Department

t

Is making tho best goods made
In New Mexico.
THY OCR NUT AND FIG
CAKES.
OL'Il MOCHA CAKES.
OUH PATTI SHELLS, ETC.
Compare our good with other
bakery goods and not our
superior quality.
PIIICES ALWAYS RIGHT..

Jaffa Grocery Co.

OLOMONi.LLNA,

m

Ber-nullll- o,

In Albuquerque
See Ours

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO,

"Good Things to Eat"
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NAIL 0RDE1S

FILLED THE SAME DAY

THEY ABE RECEIVED.

C. H.

CARPtES, O. D.

Scientific Optician

No

J. D. Eakln, President,
O. Gioml, Vice President

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
14 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is c o tnfo
the start.

rt able from

kaap avarytblag la stock to outfit tbo
most fastidious bar eomplata

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. .
Schlitz, Wtn. Lemp and 8t. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J. Monarch, end other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
i ,Hrr
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell toe straight article as received by us from the best T lnerles,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice List.
Issued to dealers only.

''.

M.

60U6HT. SOLD

Humphrey

EXCHANGED

Association Offleo
Tronssotlons

Cuaranfo

OVALS

The burning and aching ROSENFIEU'S, I IB W. R. R. Ave.
aused by stiff soles and the
vila of thin soles are pre
Thos. F. Keleher
sented by the Red Cross. It
jnables a woman to be on hei Headquarters for Low Prices
!eet for hours at a time with
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
;omfort.
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
A
stylish

hoe

408

thafs

W.

"

""'

'
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Tho Citizen is glad to see the New Mexican take up
the question if sugar beet Industry for this territory.
matter In which this paper for more than a year past has
from time to time been endeavoring to excite interest
la the course of an able and Interesting article, the New
Mexican of yesterday said:
The beet sugar industry hi the btate of Colorado has
I i
crown to immense proportions within a few years.
fact, this growth is astonishing, and were It not for the
fact that the ligurcs below lo not lie, they could not be
believed. This is all the more remarkable when It
renmmlwrcd that ten years ago there was not a pound
of beet suk'ar manufactured in the Centennial state
What hus been done In Colorado can, ought to and
The New Mexico
Hhould be repeat. ii in New Mexico.
fit gar j,,eet.x carry a higher percentage of succacharlno
nutttcr than do those of Colorado. They grow more prolific, yield more to the acre. This has been conclusively
libllslil by exiMTlnients in various sections of the territory, especially in the Santa Ke valley, in the Lspauola
valley. In San Juan county. In lieruallllo and Valencia
The analysis of sugar
anil other sections.
beets raised there made by the chemists of the College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Meslllu Park also demonstrates conclusively thut the New Mexico beets are
Ulterior in every way to those raised In Colorado. There
certainly should be no difficulty in getting 10,000 to
15.000 acres of land to place under sugar beet culture.
The Santa Ke and Kspauolu valleys alone could furnish
that amount of land easily

luring ilie nine rnontlik ended .September, 19U6,
I.IK.U1 dozen eggs, valued at S6T.437, Were exported
from the United State, against 2,lt,339 dozen exported
during the same period in ISMi'i. This is one reason
why e are paying five cents nph.ee for the fresh

article, at the present time.

Iu7

will he a year of

The president didn't find much game in Virginia,
but the senate continues to be a good live target.

Among the first educators who participate in the
benefits of the Carnegie pension fund are Dr. Harris,
1 nlted
States commissioner of education; Dr. Marsh of
Lafayette; Dr. Young of Princeton, and Dr. Ladd of
Tale men of international reputation In their spheres
of labor. Dr. Harris is America's greatest philosopher
Prof. Marsh stands in the front rank of the philologists
Pi of. Young Is known far and wide for bis astronomical
researches, and Prof. Ladd is one of tile three or fou
most distinguished writers on psychology in the Kuglish
language. The acceptance of the benellls of that fund
by those men has effectually removed whatever he.si
taucy existed in some quarters regarding the propriety
of accepting a pension.
The retirement of William Torrey Harris, afte
serving the l nlteit states lor seventeen years as com
missioiter of education, Is an evunt of exceptional Im
pottance. It was his great personality that raised th
office from mere respectability to something like Mh
importance It ought to occupy.
In u country mor
economical in the utilization of its really great posses
sions tjcrmany. for instance he would not have been
permitted to retire, even now, on the eve of his seven
birthday; he would at least have been place
so us to remain officially an adviser of the government
Dr. Harris owes absolutely nothing to the burea
of education, which occupied a rather obscure and un
important place before his name became Identified with
It.
Ills reputation was solidly established, here as wel
as abroad, long before he took the office; Indeed, he
had already won an enduring place in the history
American education, in line with Thomas Jefferson
Horace Mann, and Colonel Parker. Jefferson was th
first to organize an Ideal plan for American education
which is t.xlay more fully cxemplilled, perhaps, in the
state of Michigan.
Horace Mann announced the
basal principles of the common school.
Park
wasa un Inspirational force which burst the yok
of traditional and Kurope-brt- d
scholasticism, and In
fused in the schools and their methods a spirit In bar
niony with democracy.
Harris has laid the foundation
for un American philosophy of education.
He is the
most commanding figure in the educational Held today
The Forum.
st

HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it

Simple,

Railroad Arena

Cheap,
Economical.
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"Si-

Opera House Roller Rink

absolutely
comfortable

i
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

with tht foot"

Bchechl, Treasurer.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IN

fee

"It bends

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O.

Consolidated Liquor Company

breaking in
needed
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8 USE OF HORSE MEAT NOW
g
GROWS IN EUROPEAN FAVOR
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There are several matters which fall In this category,
among them being that of gambling and the liquor traffic.
Out legislature Is fully empowered to handle these questions, and can at is approaching session dispose of them
ta any way the people of the territory may desire, either
fcy direct enactment on the subjects themselves, or by
That
Idving local jurisdiction within certain limits.
these subjects, and certain others the social evil, for
Instance elteuld be legislated upon, goes without say-la- c.
"The only question Is as to whether we. shall do it
ourselves or leave It to congress to do It for us.

At this wilting it looks like

tWt.

1

old-ag-

to do?
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Dully and Wockly.

S. KTKICKIiKIt,

CITIZEN.

EVENING

The Albuquerque

J Y.

Gas, Electric Light

f

and Power Go.

Si, Rti Ota

Ho.

Pattnt

Corner

Coll Bliukir,
U-o-

Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Phon e

Dxfords,

$3.50 and $;.oo
Sigh Shoes,
$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit you.
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( Ei ghty-- f ive Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conceded today le be the btsl is the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave

Albuquerque

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

New Mexico

MUiSIC
WH1THON
(Established 1882.)

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality oi our bread Special Music by the Full
up to the highest.
by using;

This

is possible

Ellis Orchestra Tonight

hkst

m vu.Ks mam

ment plan,
11S South Second street.

'.The Best Methods,
-

the violinist,
Prof. N. DIMauro,
gives lessons on the violin and mandolin. Guaranteed to be the best
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone deI:NC1I EGGS.
siring; lessons address general delivery, city.
Fur fretai iga. one or two days old
phone Black 103. 3. T. Karger, 13th
It you want results In advertising,
Mtrect and Mountain road.
trv an Evening Citiien want ad.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
Both Phoned.
501 North First Street.

PIONEER BAKERY,

mot mouth nmmr

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

PALMER
F.Groceries
J.
and Fresh Meats,
Hay, Grain,

rcri iu:

Agents for the Columbia, Rambler,
leveland, Tribune and Crescent
not only in mixing; and baking, but
Bicycles.
F. S. HOPPING.
also in taking- care of and selling
321 South Second.
bread.
best
If you want the
the
MUSIC LESSONS.
youll have to use Balling's Bread

OO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muelo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
is the place to get

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,

98

T.

rarer.

--

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

SD'LEADING

DRUGGISTS-

-:

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

rALBUQUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN,
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His Ufe and When Attacked
Holds Angry Mob at Bay
With His Winchester

in tiitttrtvYttttf

I
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agent for the
o
Kxpress Co., at Al- querqueque, stated this morning
that he was not Intimately no

i

the extra messenger who shot
and killed Catalino Lobato at
and la not quarrelsome.

A. II. Hatcher,

S
V

Welle-Farg-

qualnted

with John

M.

Morris.

(
(

t

It Is reported that the neighborhood
aroused over Morris' act.
1 41111
r lTotTPpoin1ent Tells of Killing.
A special from Umy to the New
Mexican says:
"J. M. Morris, express messenger on
train No. B. engaged In a quarrel with
Catalino Lobato, a native at this
place, nnd knocked him down. Ixibato
then secured the assistance of friends
and relatives and returned, evidently
to renew the encounter. Morris shot
and killed him. Joseph Harms, day
operator at Lamy for the Kant a Fe,
took Morris to his room, where the
atter barricaded himself, and the twf
men spent a most unpleasant, two
hours w lilting for the sheriff. A mob
of Lobaij's friends tried to break
down the door with railroad irons but
were afraid to make a determined effort and did not succeed in effecting
an entrance. A number of plBtol shots
were fired. The besiegers then remained on watch making threats but
not attempting violence until the arrival of the sheriff. Harras says It
was the most Btrenuous and exciting
two hours he ever experienced and
he does not want to repeat It, "even
to save the life of another railroad

f

with the messenger e
$ who came down from Santa Fe
on train No. 1 with him though,
CHURCH, CLUB AND
and he declares that Morris had f
it not been drinking when they left
SOCIAL MEETINGS
Santa Fe." said Mr. Hatcher.
The company employes who
know him say he is a quiet,
The Ladles' Aid society of the FirBt
well behaved young gentleman
Methodist church held their regular
in not quarelsome.
f and"Previous
meeting this afternoon.
to the time he se- cured an extra run, Morris V
Kegular communication of Temple
drove an express delivery wag- Lodge, No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this
on at Trinidad, Colo.
He hns
worevening at 7:30. Hy order of
'
been on the road about a month 6 shipful master. J. C. Ferger.thesecreS running into Albuquerque from
tary.
if Ia Jsnta. Colorado."
f
Hegulur services will be held at
Temple Albert Friday evening at 7:45.
Alt'rKWLAIlM OP TUP. ASK.MI.T "The Uncounted Ones" Is the subject
AND KILLING OP Mlll.Vhl of Lr. Jacob
H. Kaplan's
lecture.
'
Kverybody is welcome to these serFrom New Mexican, Jan. 2.
Barricaded In the lunch room at the vices.
station eating house In I.aniy, Kx press
0
On Friday evening, January 4, there
Messenger J. M. Morris of the Wells-Farg- o
be
a basket bull battle between
Kxpress company, who is em- will
ployed m the main line of the Atchi- the Juniors and Majors at the Casino.
son, Tepeka and Santa Fe railway, The game Is expected to prove an
one as the teams are picked
spent an uncomfortable
two hours
last night standing off a mob of from ones, containing between them the
tifty to seventy-liv- e
armed mid de- best players in the city.
termined men. He sought safety in
John It. McFle has accepted
the lunch room after having shot and an Judge
invitation to deliver an address
killed Catalino Lobato, who was until at the
Presbyterian church in
the day previous a deputy under Sher- this cityFirst
on Friday evening. His subiff Antonio J.
rtls. Morris is now ject will be "What Presbyterian
ism
confined in the county jail here awaitHas Done for America." A reception
ing a preliminary hearing.
The tragedy occurred uhout 7:30 will lie held afterwards.
o'clock last night.
Hev. Hugh A. Cooper and .Mrs.
It is not known exactly what the Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hayden,
cause was which led up to the fatal Miss Stowe, J. C Wagner. M. V.
n
affray. It is said that Morris had
and Percy Mcltae were guests
alighted at Lamy from a west bound on New Year's afternoon of Mr. and
train and was going to double back to Mrs. J. W. Anderson, who entertainhis headquarters on train No. 8. While ed them with a tea party.
awaiting the arrival of the cunt bound
train he was lying on one of the
The Scotch of the city Intend to
benches in the waiting room of the hold a Hobble Hums' anniversary endepot.
tertainment on .January 25, and a
Messen- meeting for the purpose of making all
Native Sat IKiuii on Kxpi-r-arrangements will be held at the ofger's Ia-k-.
Lobato's brother is reported to have fice of Ir. W. N. Macbeth. In the
gone- Into the waiting room and sat Harnett building next Tuesday evendown on Morris' leg. Morris became ing, at 7:30 o'clock.
angered at this and a quarrel ensued
The Hrotherhood of St. Paul of the
in whicb it is alleged Morris beat the
man over the head with the butt end First Methodist church will hold a
of his revolver. As soon us the man meeting this evening, at which they
who ;wa. attacked could, release him- will initiate into their membership
In connecsome thirty candidates.
self he ran vay muttering threats.
Mjrrls in the meantime went from tion with the initiation a banquet will
the depot wuiling room to the hotel be held and all members are urged
arid barricaded himself in the lunch to be present.
room. Joseph V. Harms, the teleMrs. Calvin Chilton, inouodraniatlst.
graph operator at the station, bad
Wednesday evening.
warned Morris to seek shelter at the will appear next
eating bouse, as he felt sure that Mor- January !lh, ut the Congregational
conris would be roughly handled. Mora-i- church. Her performance ofwillthe Lythe fourth number
s
had hardly reached the lunch room stitute course,
which Is being given by
when Catalino Lobato and the hitter's ceum
this season.
people
church
the
entered
from
different
doors.
brother
Each was carrying u revolver. MorThere was a large attendance of
ris claims that one of them shot at members
at the annual business meethim whereupon he began firing.
ing
the First Kapttst church held
Only One Shot Struck lilialo. Killing last of
night. Hev. J. W. T. McNIel. the
Him.
pastor, presided over the deliberaCatalino Lobato was struck in the tions The reports show the organizabreast by one of the four shots tired tion to be in good condition nnd u
from Morris' pistol, und the bullet prosperous new year is anticipated.
pierced the heart. Lobato staggered
through the office adjoining Into the
wash room where lie fell to the Moor NINE WRECKS IN
dead. His revolver was found lying
at his side. The pistol was cocked
A SINGLE JOURNEY
hut none of the cartridges had been
exploded. Lobato's brother who was
the cause of the trouble beat a hasty
retreat when Morris began shooting, Tit VVKI.P.M IHX'LAItKS MKXICAX
and was not injured.
CKXTKAL TAKKK TIIK IH
Morris made no attempt to escape
Poll
but remained at the lunch room.
When ke saw a mob of armed men
approaching he barricaded the doors,
"When It comes to railroud wrecks,
determined to tight for his life. The the Mexican Central must hold the
infuriated crowd made several futile record at least In point of number,"
attempts to break In the doors. It is declared Dr. T. J. Stewart of LTkl,
aid that none of Lobato's friends Mendocino county, California, at the
Hred a shot although the lunch room Hotel Savoy this morning.
was bomburded with rocks and other
Dr. Stewart is physician to Judge
missiles.
It. M. Garvey of Uki. Judge (iarvey
SImtIQ t'loKMin Called I miii to Act and daughter with the physician,
compose a party which reached Albu(juickly.
BlierilT Charles C. C'lossoii, w ho as- querque this morning, .returning from
sumed his new duties yesterday morn the City of Mexico to their home.
ing received a telegram at it o'clock They leave this evening.
informing him of the tragedy and of
"Two weeks ago wo left Kl Paso.
the fact that the man who did the Texas, for the City of Mexico and it
shooting had locked himself in the required live days to make the trip
lunch room. 11 was also reported that and two trains to carry us there,"
further bloodsted was imminent. He said the physician. "No less than five
hurried to the depot in time to catch wrecks were piled up ahead of us
which left a few between Kl Paso and Xaeatecas, Mexthe train for
minutes later tind within an hour had ico, i ur train was wrecked, too, and
Morris placed under arrest.
that made six. A relief train from
When Sheriff Closson appeared on the City of Mexico was sent out to
the scene the mob ceased lis demon- carry the passengers ttie remainder of
strations.
Morris offered no resist l he Journey. Spreading rails caused
ance and was not interfered
with cur train to leave the track and the
when the officer took charge of him. ears ran 530 feet over the lies before
He was brought to this city on the the engine was stopped.
train and lodged in the new countv
were
three
"Returning there
jail.
wrecks ahead of us which delayed
A New Mexican reporter called at our arrival at Kl Paho.
No one was
the jail this morning to secure a state- killed in any of these accidents that I
ment from Morris as to his version heard of but they certainly tied up
of the shooting but he declined to dis- traffic.
cuss it.
"What Is responsible for the acciHe talked freely enough last night dents ''"
j the sheriff about the tragedy and "Had ties more than anything else,
asserted that he was Justified in shoot- I should say. Here is a sample of the
ing. He said that one of the men had ties.
I picked up this piece on the
fired at him first and then he retali- way down when our train waited for
ated. In the excitement he declared the wrecker."
he did net nu. how many shots he
He produced a piece of tie timber
fired.
It was as brittle as
old und rotten.
An inquest was held lust night over chalk.
the remains of Catalino Lobalo. A
"The engine was rounding a curve."
verdict was returned to the effect that he said, "running ut a 8' w rate of
he came to his death from a pistol speed when suddenly the rail turned
shot wound Indicted by Morris. Un- over ami the next minute the train
dertaker M. J. Heberer of this city of was running on the ground. Only one
the Wagner Furniture company, left of the curs turned over. It happened
this afternoon for Lamy to prepare 'to be on a grade. The track for the
the body for burial.
most part Is laid on tile flat ground
Telegraph
Ufe i I ica lentil and is free of grades.
I leva use Ho Was Willi slayer.
"The wek we spent in the City of
A report received from Umy late Mexico was very cold. They say the
is
to
litis afternoon
the effect that weather is unusually cold duwu there
Joseph li.irriH, the day operator, who now. The winds sweep from the
occupied the room with Morris during snow capped mountains which surthe time the slayer was beseiged by round the city and they are very
friends of the dead man, has had his chilly. The nights are especially cold.
life threatened if he remains lunger The city, you know, has on altitude
in Lamy. More trouble is feared as of about 7. 1(00 feet."
V
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GREENE AND HIS

Mr. Catron will forgive this long delay In returning tho gun when he
renllr.es the fun we had with It.
"All who took an active part In
that centennial celebration sre dene!,

as far ns I know, except Frank W.
Clancy and myself.
"Mr. Catron has Informed me that
It Is his intention to present the gun
to the Historical Society of New
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Burrowes Feather
Weight Folding

LITIGATION

TABLES
Hound or Bqysro

Mexico."

CANANEA

HVF,

ON HERE

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

Are of coat design and
finished. 8ulta.de i
every way to be used in rooms
with the most refined frnafsh-lnngFar superior to the
usual lieavy, ungainly, noisy
folding table hat were heretofore the only kind made.
bant.-somel-

Where a Directors Meeting of
the Big Corporation
Will Be Held.

New York Stocks.
May cotton

After traveling over1 the country
as rapidly as possible, tho party headed by Col. W. C. Greene and Thomas
F. Cole arrived In Cananea Tuesday
morning, says the Hisbee Miner. The
party is traveling In the private cars
"Washoe" nnd "Verde." It Is composed of the most prominent men In
the? copper world, all of whom aro In
terested In the new (Irecne-Canane- a
flotation.
Hesides Col. Oreene nnd Mr. Cole,
the party Is composed of John D.
Hyan, known over the country from
his connection with the mining and
Insurance worlds; Klchtird Congdon,
George K. Tencr and several other of
the foremost capitalists In the country.
It was expected thnt the party
would come to Hisbee for a brief stop
Tuesday, but on reaching Osborn the
cars were detached from the regulur
wetbound train which brought them
to that point, and waiting there the
return of the train from Hisbee. the
cars were again attached and taken
to Naco, where they were taken over
the C, H. Y. & P. to Cananea.
They were Joined at Osborn by Superintendent L. W. Powell, of the
Circle properties; T. P. Collins
anil George A. Newitt, who passed
Monday night In Hisbee. All refused
to talk, however, saying that they
knew nothing of the action to be
taken at the directors' meeting, which
will be held at Cannneu.
Among those who will attend the
meeting are Capt. Thomas Hoatson,
Colo. Powell. James Kirk, superintendent of the mining division for the
C. C. C. Co.; Dr. nickels, Superintend
ent David Cole, and other officials of
the Greene and Cananea Central companies.
has a total
The Greene-Canane- a
capitalization of $50.000.00.1. while It
has been announced that $1 0.000, OHO
will be expended In improvements on
the properties ow ned by the company.
On returning from Cananea Messrs.
Coal. Hoatson, Congdon, Hyan and
Tener will stop over for a short time
in this city to Inspect their various Interests here.

O00000O0(KO04OOft
A Story of a Little

Black Cannon

American Smelters
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
American 'Car Fo'indry
Atchison, com
Anaconda
Hultlmore and Ohio
Hrooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Kr1e com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
New York Central
Norfolk
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Heading com
lioek Island com
Southern pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway
I'nlon Pacific com

.........

$9.84
15H4
1 16 4

Rival Railroads Contend For
Right of Way In Las
Animas Valley.

one of the largest railroad cases
133H that has engaged the attention of
42 H
In this part of the southwest In
105
recent years, after hanging fire in the
290
territorial court for months, during
.120S which time a mass of testimony and
79
exhibits has been taken. Is now being
193
tried on Its merits before Judge Ira
1,2
A. Abbott of the district court of Her17
nulillo county. It comes here on a
42 H change of venue
from the first dis142 14 trict tribunal, Judge
J. 11. McFle. pre91
siding.
72 '4
The Arizona and Colorado Huilrnad
132H company, a New Mexico corporation,
914 seeks to recover a certain strip of
47
y
roadbed and
from
138
Colo., down the lis Animas
133
volley to Farmlngton. N. M., from
19
the Denver and Hlo tirande I lull road
91
company.
148
An imposing array of legal talent Is
32 "Si engaged In
the case. Representing
177
the Denver and Hio Crande company
V. M. S. com
4S
are Attorneys K. N. Clark of Denver,
V. S. S. pfd
104H Colo.; A. J. Abbott. Santa Fe. and
32
Greene con
Heese MeCloskey, Durango, Colo.
4
Santn Fe copper
Attorneys for the Arizona and Colo177
Calumet and Arizona
rado ltutlroad company Include B. W.
9
Shannon
Hitter, Durango, Colo; Hon. T. If. CatOld Dominion
5B4 ron, Santa Fe; A. II. Ttenehan, Santa
3
Nipissing
Fe. und H. H. FergusMm, AlbuquerUS
North Hutte
que.
Mass or Ttcslinoiiy and Kxhihlls.
Kansas City Livestock.
The mass of testimony, which was
Kansas City. Jan. 3. Cuttle
taken before Kdmund C. Hurke of
7,00f, including 200 southerns. Santa Fe. sitting as a referee, InMarket steady to weak. Native steers cludes 1500 typewritten pages and
$4.00 ff $6. AO; southern steers J3.25W there are about 350 exhibits In the
5.00; southern cows $2.00i3.50; na- rase. The lawyers do not think the
tive cows and heifers $2.25 fr 5.25; testimony will be reviewed before the
stockers and feeders $3.00 4.75 ; bulls end of this week.
$2.r.05i)4.2r.; calves $3.25 4f 7.50; westWhen court opened this morning
ern fed steers $3.75 Si' 5 S" ; w estern Judge Abbott begun hearing the testimony which was rend to him by Atfed cow s $2. 50 fir 4.00.
Sheep receipts 3000', market strong. torney Clark, of counsel for the deMuttons $4.50ft5.75; lambs $6.2561) fendant, and hearing the objections
7.60; range wethers $4.50 'i 6.60; fed of counsel for the plaintiff's sustaining
ewes $4.nnfrr.5.
or overruling them. In either case
the usual "cxeceptlon" to the court's
Chicago l.lcslock.
ruling was- taken und carefully noted
Chicago, Jan. 3. Cattle receipts by Harry P. Owen, stenographer for
6,000, market steady to strong. Pee- the court. The heuring of testimony
ves $4. lu'iv". 20; cows
and heifers was continued this afternoon.
History of tho Cuc.
$1.50fd'5.10;
stockers and feeders
The case is the outgrowth of a tem$2.6O0i:4.O; Texans $3.76 D 4.50; calOn the 12th of
ves $6.00i 8.00; no
quotations on porary injunction.
May, 1905, the Arizona and Colorado
westerns.
company,
applied
to Judge
receipts 13.000.
Sheep
Market railroad
steady. Sheep $3.75 ff 5.7" ; lambs McFle of the First Judicial district
temporary
restraining order to
for a
$4.601 7.7.1.
prevent the Denver and Kio tirande
company
Kuilroud
from In nny manProduce- Market.
Closing quota- ner Interfering with or trespassing upChicago, Jan. 3.
on the line of route from Durango,
tions:
Colo., down the Lan Animus valley,
74
July
May
14c.
Wheat
75Je;
claimed by the plaintiff by virtue of
3
4
'w
May
July
43T4.
He;
Corn
ulleged sii --l ey, and location apand
May
V4c;t
06
36
Oats
proved by Its board of directors. The
PorTc
May $l(t.7i: "July $16.85.
temporary
restraining
was
wider
Lard May $0.52; July $9:60.
granted
a day luter.
May
July
$9.05;
Kllis
$!M7'4.
to the
The defendant demurred
plaintiff's bill and the demurrer was
Money Market.
heard on June 2, 1905, nfter which
New York. Jan. 3. Prime mercanJudge Me Fie dissolved and dismissed
tile paper 6 Al 6 i per cent; silver 70
the writ. PlnlntifT's next move was to
money on call opened strong, later ask for a writ of supersedeas to stay
2
'it 4 per cent; ruling rate 6.25.
the legal proceedings In the case, and
this Judge McFie denied. The appliSt. louis Wool Market.
cation for the writ was renewed be3.
steudy;
Wool
St. Louis. Jan.
fore Judge William J. Mills at Las
unchanged.
Vegas. .He also refused the writ and
referred the matter to the full bench
of the territorial supreme court.
sisdH'r.
St. Louis. Jan. 3. Spelter st long.
In the meantime the decision of
Judge McFle was also appealed from.
$6.5.
supreme
to the
It wus taken
court, where the supersedeas writ was
Metal Market.
3.
Lead firm, denied a third time on condition that
New York, Jan.
6
coper steady, $24.75 'if 25.
6.2T.
the defendant put up a bond of $50,
000. The Denver und I tit Grande furNotice of Stockholders' Meeting.
nished the bond and the construction
Notice Is hereby given that tho reg- of the line between Durango and
ulur annual meeting of tho stock- Farmlngton, which had been tied up,
holders of the Albuquerque Traction was completed.
company will be held at the ollice
The case again came up for hearof said company. In the old town of ing in the supreme court on the plainAlbuquerque, Hernulillo county, New tiff's appeal from Judge McFle's rulMexico, on the Sth day of January, ing, which wus reversed, the court
1907, at the hour of 10 o'clock In the holding that there was not sufficient
forenoon, for the election of direc- allegation In the plaintiff's bill to
tors and transaction of such other justify the case going to trial.
business as may properly come beThe matter was taken to the district court of Hernulillo county on a
fore said meeting.
A. I!. McMlLLEN.
change of venue and a referee apSecy Albuquerque Traction Co.
pointed to take testimony In the case.
Several months were consumed in
Notice.
taking the testimony, the referee sitAil members of Temple lodge No. ting at Deming, Aztec and Santa Fe,
A. M.,
and all other where numerous witnesses were
6. A. F.
Much time was also used In
Masons in good standing who are sojourning in the city, aro earnestly preparing the large number of exrequested to meet at Masonic hull, hibits.
on North Third street, on next SunAfter hearing all of the testimony
day evening, Dec. 30th, 1906, at 7 ami ruling upon the same. Judge Abo'clock, to attend divine services at bott will heur the arguments In the
the Methodist Kplscopal church, in case and then render his opinion.
commemoration of St. John's day.
City lliiildlng Cast- - Deferred.
Hy order of the W. M. J. C. Forger,
The argument in the city building
Secretary.
ease lias been deferred. Part of this
has been heard hut the urgument had
or mii.mi:ky not been closed before the railroad
case was taken up. The argument
M
l Oltlll ll TO
ki: KOOM I OK will probably be concluded during a
M
SPICING STOCK
Its. OVI.ltD AM! lull in tile litigation, which Is now
'im
avi:ni K, engaging the attention of District
i.stAI gom
I
L WINTKIl MIL-L1WILL Ol i:it
Judge Abbott.
HOLIKY AT l.i:ss 'I'll AN
SM. K 1'IIK I'.S. A t'HANCK TO til.T
law-yea-

right-of-wa-

s.

rs

Prices Range From $5.00 Up

ALBERT FA BER
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

303-31- 0
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STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

or

THE

Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Association
Of LAS

,

NEW MEXICO,
At the Close of Business, January 1st, 1907'
VEGAS,

To the Probate Clerk, as required by statutes:

Organized May I. IHlltt.
Authorized Capital 2.500.0(M).0(.
AKJSKTS.

MAItlLITIKS.
"A" stock
"IV stock
"O" stock
"li" stock
"K" stock
"F" stock
Hills payable
Undivided profits

mortgage
and
stiH-loans
$215. SOT. 11
(111.45
Furniture and fixtures.
Cash on hnnd
911.13
Heal estate
2.76X.18
First

Class
Clnss
Class
Clnss
Class
Class

$219,797.87

4,694.60
IS. 900.00

$

2.S8J.I2
3,379.42

1,8)9.15
186.l44.x2
17,866.49
7,714.67

$219,797.87

I. C. K. Perry, Secretary

of the Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Hulldlng Association of Las Vegas, New Mexico, do swear that the
above statement is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. K. 1'FJtKY, Secretary.
Subscribed und sworn o before me, this 2nd day of. January,
1907

t

Notarial Sean
KDW. J. McWF.NIK, Notary Public,
rect Attest:
II. G. COOKS, President.
J AM KM 8. DITNCAV, View President.
W. li. IIAVnov, Recorder and Auditor,

.

On New Year's day there was a
small black cannon weighing about
100 pounds awaiting shipment tit the
Wclls-Farg- o
express office In this city.
To It was uttached an express tag
Willi this device;
"Hon. Thomas H.
Catron, Santa Fe, X. M. From H. K.
Whiting, Albuquerque."
The express people knew nothing
regarding this baby field piece save
what was indicated by the tag, but
finally the consignor was seen ut his
home by a representative of The Citic
zen, occupied in nursing his
nether extremities, but In fairly
good humor notwithstanding, ami said
in reply to inquiries:
"The cannon formerly belonged to
Gen. Manuel ArmiJo. who at the time
of the invasion of New Mexico by the
American army under Gen. Stephen
W. Kearney, In 1M6, was ucting governor and general commanding the
few troops that New Mexico had to
opposp it. Whether this Held piece
was a portion of Armljo's artillery
when he marched In battle array I
am not informed, but if the guns
were like this, it Is not to be wonder
ed at that Kearney had a walk-oveThere was no fighting, and Don Manuel retired to private life ut
When lie died Don Luis
Maria Paca, then of Ijcmctar, Socorro
county, came into possession of the.
gun, nnd It was hy him presented to
Mr. Catron.
7 . I borrowed the gun
"In June,
from Mr. Catron to be used in 11 ring
a national salute at Albuquerque on
July 4lh, following the centennial of
our nation's birth.
When it readied Albuquerque (the old and only ut
that time), on tho stage coach, its arrival was greeted with enthusiasm and
the committee
appointed
William
Hrown, an
of the civil war,
as chief artilleryman.
Hrown was
succeeded by Francisco Itulz, who
had served in both the Mexican and
American armies. Hoth were wounded 'behind the gun,' and both have
passed over the divide.
Brown was
the father of Frank, deceased; Mariano nnd Willie Hrown, and who, with
their mother, a United States pensioner, still reside In Albuquerque.
The two last public occasions upon
which the gun was used were the
receptions of Governors Otero and
Hagernian.
When the gun's owner
knows this, how his bosom will swell
with pride and satisfaction, that his
gun was In al the receptions of these,
his dear friends. S. Whiting was the
'i.'.an behind the gun' on this lust celebration.
"During the more than thirty years
that it has been In my possession, it
was used on all aorta of occasions. Independence day. San Felipe day. the
advent of the railroad in 1880 und the
breaking of the ground for the Atlantic i Pacific railroad, with Hill
Garland ut tho plow; tin; many victories of the republican purty, local
festivals, births and marriages. Having had this engine of destruction so
long ,11 has become endeared to me.
I would be tempted to resist quo warranto.-!,
mundamuses, etc., now so
much in vogue in these times of reforms were it not that 1 um sure its
owner will need It himself toward the
end of this month, when he turns out
his friend Kplmeuio, of Sandoval
county, and wrapped In his senatorial
toga, again takes his seat in the terAnd
ritorial council at Santa Fe.
then, too, 1 shull never more have tlvi
proprieties shocked when I visit In
the future the senator that was and
is to be, by having him repeat the
question he has propounded to me so
many times during the past thirty
years: 'Whltinif, when In the h II
are ycu going to send that cannon
up?' Hut; soberly speakiug, 1 know
rheu-mutl-

r.

A'bu-querqu-

1 K

The following quotations were received by F. Graf tt Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Harnett Hutld-ing- :

e.

ity 33c.

1

cm:iixck si.i:

at

Itlltr.
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KVKGAINS

VH'lt

OWN

POMTIVI.I.Y NO TIM.M-MF- .I
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KLM.KVKD
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KYF.KYTIIIVG MI ST GO HY .MM- I'KK

i:.S.

aii y i.vni.

riti:i: KxiiiiuuoN
ut llio

flic liest

merry-go-roun-

w ire act by tlx- - noted Kloiulln, of
funic. I : very night tills
vaudciillc
week ut 7 o'clock. Oisito Coiiiinrr-clc- l
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Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and tak nn other.

KREAM

We do it right. ROUGH DRY.
perlal Laundry Co.
KRACK

Ask for JAFFA'S
BREAD and taka no other.

Im

KREAf

COAL

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
SU.50
PER TON

WOOD
BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

S.

502 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

N. E. STEVENS, General Agent,
Room 3, First National Bank B'ldg, Albuquerque, N. M.

INVESTIGATE!

PER CENT DISCOUNT

10

All those purchasing a ucholarshlp In any of our day courses between now and January 1, 1907, will receive a 10 per cent discount
from the regular price. Eater at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for It.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENGLISH AND SPANISH,
M mSrtfiaa&fci

DAY AND IN'IGIIT SCHOOL

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, Now Mexico
W. K. MILIKEN,

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or
Alvarado,

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

& Co.
Borradaile
117 W. Cold
Ave.

Convenience - Comfort - Security i
The

telephone

make

the

duties lighter, the cares
and the worries fewer.

less,

YOU NEED

Start the New Year Willi a Greeting to

THOMPSON,

Jti.VK.S

and McFALL. Proprietors.

A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West ltallroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken.
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be Bent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All 'business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMIOK, M. 9.
Sixth street and Jlullroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ioookai
00000e000
i
The St. Elmo
Finest Whiskies

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

!

SAMPLE A NO 1

t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

1

All.

Jones and Mi Fall, experienced men Just from the Hell Vernuu
Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business in charge. This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
One trial
Yours for 1907,
auil you are our customer.
TIIK MATTIIIAV DAIIIV CO.
Messrs.

Farms

The telephone preserves yen
health, prolong your Hf and
protect your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

JOSEPH

The Matthew Dairy Co.

President.

P. MATTEUCCI

THE

Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
to order. Repairing a specialty. Price
reasonable; aatisfactlon guaranteed.

O

NEAR

--

103

North First Street

;

ELITE

ROOMING

P0ST0FFICC

HOUSE

AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Stiver Avenue,
O. E. GA4.L0WAY. Manager,
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dance hail In Chihuahua more than
twenty yearn ago, Lord Hercsford
ramp after me and took me to his
ranrh." declared "Lady Flo." "We
did not meet but once, there at the
dance, and we agreed then to become
man and wife.
We lived as Mich
throughout the lonfr yours, and I do
not Intend to be defrauded now out
of what la rightfully mine," she

"LADYFLO"HUST
MAKE FIGHT III

TEXAS

TRUNK

GROWS

EFFORT

sue

TO

sv

MAY SOLVE

ALL ABOUT THE MOST
HATED MEN ON EARTH

m

rrs.

dies suddenly inA
RELIEVER TO HE

i Kn

ization

SIPPOSED rAHTNKIl

IN CHIME KILLER.

Flo" Wolf cannot prove herself the common law wife of Lord
lelavct Hcresford in Mexico In her
rtrht for hl wealth, says the El Paso
Herald. Mexican laws recognize no
marriage except the civil marriage of
their own country and the legal
of foreign countries.
"Lady Flo" therefore will not have
the boasted protection of the laws of
Mexico on her aide in her fight for
more than the MO, 000 of the Heres-for- d
$1,000,000 estate.
lt
Thl fact will in all probability
In forcing the negro woman who
claims to have lived aa the wife of
the Englishman Into Texas, where she
aaya a negro cannot get Justice, to
force her claims and seek recognition In the courts as the common law
wife of Heresford.
Shortly after the woman and Heresford began living together on the
.Santo Domingo ranch near Ahumada
twenty-tw- o
years ago, they came to
141 Paso and spent several weeks here,
living together, the woman stales, as
man. and wife. Their agreement to
become husband and wife was made
here aa well as In Mexico, she declares, and the fact that they occasionally lived here and were recognised as man and wife will give her
standing In the courts, she believes.
Furthermore, the filing of the will
here will give her additional grounds
for action.
If the courts of the
United States should recognize the
woman as the common law wife of
Heresford, then a unique point of law
is brought up.
Would Mexico, under those circumstances, having the decree of the
American court before It, recognize
ttie woman's claims as a widow?
If an American court should decide she was the common law wife of
Bereaford and decreed that she should
have a widow's dowry out of the estate, would Mexico, whose laws recognise no such thing an common law
marriage, recognize the decision of
mar-rl'-g-

re-xu-

the court?
These are questions which her lawyers both In Juarez and El Paso are
trying to ferret out and find the so-

lution for.
In any event. It Is almost certain
that "Lady Flo" Wolf will bring no
action In Mexico to establish herself
aa the common law wife of Beres-forShe will, on the other hand,
fight to the bitter end In the courts
of Texas, where she herself says that
those who are unfortunate enough to
be bora back get scant Justice. She
will pin her faith higher than this,
however, and trust to the fairness of
American Judges and Jurors to give
here .as a woman and not as a negro,
aU that she Is enUtled to.
"
"A week after we first met in the

Tlmt an unknown man came to his
death from a bullet wound from a
In the hands of Jefferson
Kiililer, an Arizona ranger, was the
verdict of the coroner's Jury which
sat In a case of more than ordinary
Interest at Douglas, Arizona, aays an
exchange. Ranger Kidder had been
called to Douglas to assist in running
down Some of the thieves now operating In this camp.
Monday night he
approached a ausp .clous
character
near the Southwestern depot and called to the man to halt. The man did
not stop and the officer says the fellow fired at him. Kidder returned the
fire, shooting the man through the
brain.
Lying in the morgue beside the unknown dead Is the body of John Furlong, whose silence keeps the mystery
of another tragedy of the young year.
Furlong died during the night In the
county jail, where he was held us a
suspect in some of the larceny and
burglary cases.
Furlong was Identified by a letter
from an old mother In Philadelphia,
which pleaded with a wandering son
to return home. It Is known that the
dead man had expressed a trunk to
El I'uso nud for this trunk the officers have sent, suspecting that Its
contents may reveal some object
which will connect the dead man with
the recent epidemic of robbery here.
Muny persons say that the two dead
men were often seen together the last
few days.

POSTMASTER

IS TO BE
T

ATTORNEY

Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 3. It is officially stated that Louis O. Fullen,
present postmaster
of Carlsbad, Is
slated for the position of district attorney for the district of Eddy, Chav-e- r
and Roosevelt counties. J. M. Her-vethe present incumbent, will not
be a candidate for reappointment and
will recommend Fullen's appointment
at the expiration of his term.
Fullen's appointment as district attorney will necessitate another postmaster for Carlsbad. The appointment
will be made soon by Governor
y,

d.

The Albuquerque Junk company,
506 South Second street, pays cosh
for old furniture, old clothing, iron,
paper,
brass copper, sine, rubber,
rags, bottles, etc. In fact all kinds of
second hand goods and junk. Send
us postal. Will call. Everything has
a value. Old buildings, machinery,
buggies, wagons, etc, bought
for
highest cash price.

Extending
North and South. .

Washington, Jan. 3. Ohio, II would
seem. Is about to recapture from
Iowa that political premiership which
Iowa filched from Ohio only n few
years ago. With Taft and Foraker
contending for the presidency, Ohio
would have the limelight and Iowa
would have to Join the commonwealths
of minor consequence.
The announcement by Mr. Taft'a
friends that the war secretary Is willing to become' a candidate if there
appears any substantial demand that
he do so Is the chief political development of the month. It In to all Intents and purposes a formal and
launching of the Taft boom
and an Invitation to Taft adherents In
all parts of the country to get busy.
It also Is notification of the "Conserrepublivatives," or
cans that they cannot have the 1908
nomination without lighting for It.
There has been for some time a
of sentiment In the
camp favorable to the nomination of Senator Foraker and politicians are beginning to believe that
the lines of the next contest within
the republican party already have
been drawn.
That Secretary Tafl's friends will
hnve to fight for the Ohio delegates
to the next national convention goes
without saying. The men opposed to
him In his native state are born fighters and are strongly Intrenched. With
the warriors of the old Hanna organization, now mnrshaled by Senator
Dick, and Foraker's veterans of the
war-pat- h
Joined in an offensive and
defensive alliance. It is a pretty hard
proposition for the Taft people to go
up against. This is especially true
In view of the fact that there has not
yet been developed In the Ohio Taft
faction any formidable and sagacious
Congressman
Ilurton of
leadrr.
Cleveland, Is the stronesgt man they
have, but he Is neither a politician
nor a fighter, and last spring when it
seemed he had a chance to do something blundered so badly that Foraker and Dick got away with about
everything In sight.
Should Senator Foraker become the
faccandidate of the
tion in the republican party it Is believed a large share of the old Hanna
followers would line up behind htm.
and again would be demonstrated the
truth of the old adage that politics
makes strange bedfellows. Already.
It Is said, that some of the old Hanna
lieutenants are at work trying to
alienate the south from Us allegiance
to Mr. Roosevelt the purpose being to
Capture the southern delegates to the
next national convention and vote
them against any man whom Mr.
Roosevelt may favor for the presi
lt,

A wild turkey perched on a limb
high up on one of the trees In the
plaza was an unusual spectacle yesterday morning In Santa Fe. A crowd
of boys collected around the trees
and attempted for several hours to
enpture the bird.' Several of them
climbed up in the tree but were not
able lo reach the limb on which the
turkey was roosting. The boys oi
the ground threw snowballs, sticks,
rocks and other missile In on effort
te dislodge Mr. Gobbler. The bird
finally disappeared and
It Is not
known whether it escaped or was
captured. No one tried to shoot it.

The tirlp.
"Before we can sympathize with
others, we must have suffered ourselves. No one can realize the suffering, attendant upon an attack of
the grip, unless he has had the actual
experience. There Is probably no disease that causes so much physical and
mental agony, or which so successfully defies medical aid. All danger
from the grip, however, may be avoided by the prompt uce of ChamberAmong the
lain's Cough Remedy.
tens of thousands who have used this
remedy, not one cose has ever been
reported that has resulted In pneumonia or that hus not recovered. For
sale by all druggixts.
NUKERY PRODUCTS
AND
SHADE TREES,
FRUIT
SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
STREET.
o
How to Prevent Bilious Attack".
One who is subject to bilious attacks will notice that for a day or
more before the attack he Is not hungry at meal times and feels dull after
eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets when
these first symptoms appear will ward
They are for sole by
off the attack.
all druggists.

LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00
PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
W. H. HAHN A CO.
Highly of
A Jamaica Lady Speak
Cliambrrlain's Cough Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kingston, Jamaica. West Indies Island.
say.i that she haH for some years used
Chamberlaln'B Cough Remedy for
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found It very beneficial. She
has implicit confidence In it and would
not bo without. a bottle of it in her
home. Sold by all druggists.
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Oil LIFE

RUSSIAN GRAND DUKE, VLADIMAR.

They can do nothing without permls-so- n of Hesse, but the czar forbaao him.
from the czar. They cannot and relented afterwards aa a reward
for Cyril's heroism In the Japanese
leave Russia or marry unless he
war. Grand Duke Paul baa bee exDisobedience means imprisonment, iled for six years for marryiag Mme.
confiscation of estates, and banish- Valerluova against the czar's wishes.
ment, one or all, as the czar pleases.
Grand Duke Alexis, whea yavng.
There are other minor disabilities married his mother's
without number.
and was expelled from Rasata tor
breaches of the three years, but subsequently pardonTh61r frequent
edict against unsanctioned marriages, ed, and he is a favorite with the czar.
too, show that they are human.
Of
Grand Duke Nicholas haa been In
the nineteen, seven or eight have exile for thirty years. He wished to
either married, not only without ask- marry a Paris music hall celebrity,
ing the czar's consent, but actually and, while exiled to prevent him.
against his express command, or they married a Caucasian peasaat girl.
at present want to marry women This doomed him for good.
Duke Michael married a gfcf whose
whom the czar disapproves of.
The Grand Duke Cyril wanted to life he saved from a runaway fcerse.
marry the Duke of Edinburgh's di- They now live in England as Count
vorced daughter, the grand duchess and Countesa Torbay.
con-sen-

ts.

g,

Metropolitan Life Says Their RECORD HRKAKING
CROP IN KANSAS.
Topeku. Kan., Jan. 3. The reDeath Rate Is Too
port of the Hon. F. D. Colburn, secretary of the Kansas state board of
Excessive.
New Vork. Jan. 3. The increased
death rate among negroes, is the
reason given by the Metropolitan Life
Insurance company for refusing to
accept more applications for policies
from them. The' company now carries more than $1,000,000 worth of
risks on nergo policy holders. The
new order went into force yesterday
but the ugents assert that the res- son asHigned by the company is not
the sole one. The agents say that
the negroes, most of whom have Industrial policies with premiums
of
from fifteen to thirty-fiv- e
cents per
week, frequently permit their policies
to lapse, but renew them after a
short time. Upon renewal the agents
have made a percentage that the
company would have secured had the
policies not lapsed. After yesterday
all policies held by negroes that are
allowed to lapse will be cancelled
notwithstanding the fact that there
Is u state law prohibiting Insurance
companies
discriminating
against
negroes.

cd)
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and Silversmiths
Goldsmiths
company twelve months to produce
it. Supported by silver dolphins on
a solid oak base the chief characteristic, perhaps, is the extraordinary
fidelity to the original. Every crevice in the stonework is faithfully represented; every ageworn disparity on
the surface of the four weather beaten walls Is given with exact details.
According to the Inscription on the
base of the model the tower was
built by Julius Caesar, but the
necleus of the present building was
begun In 1011 by William the Conqueror.

NEGROES

BREAD anil take no otlicr.

1
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Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
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The general Ideu regarding a Rus
sian grand duke Is that he Is nn Idle,
tyrannical autocrat, with no object
In life save the cruel oppression of
the Russian lower orders, and the
maintenance of himself in supreme
power only second to that enjoyed
by the czar himself. .To a certain extent this estimate of u grand duke
is correct, but when we consider their
environment and the narrow teachings of their class, we find that they
are not so bad as we are accustom
ed to regard them.
From the talk one hears of them,
there might be thousands of Russian
grand dukes, whereas, as a matter
of fact, at the present time there are
only nineteen.
The grand dukes consist of the
male relatives of the czar, and In
clude his brother, four uncles, four
first cousins and ten second cousins.
All of the czar's male relutions after
that are merely princes, with the
prefex of "highness."
Orand dukes
have "Imperial highness."
There are actually 32 male rela
tions of the czar all told, excluding
his infant son, the baby czarewlch.
Every, one of these 31 Is a member
of the Imperial house, and each one
receives from the day of his birth
an Income of $500,000 a year from
the national exchequer.
Resides this they own between
them about 60,000 square miles of
land, which means, roughly, a fortieth of the territory of Russia
They also possess 325 pal
aces and castles and they give em
ployment to about 20,000 servants.
The grand dukes have many privi
leges enjoyed by no one else. They
are free from arrest. They cannot
be sued In a rourt of law or compelled to be a witness, and need not
make oath to any statement, their
signature giving It verity.
Their social position Is second only
to thut of the czar, and is equal to
that of the monarchs of other countries. Everyone must stop and salute
them in the street, not moving on
until they are ten puces away.
Yet their bed is not alt rosea

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

Here's to Health and
a Good Dirfestion
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themselves but they jet
a neat half million apiece
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hussia they aue mf.n
who suffer from tyranny
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WILD TURKEY VISITS QUIET

As Leader of Republican

, ftOT.

THURSDAY. JAMtART

dential nomination.
Mr. Hanna had
a strong hold on southern republican
while Mr. Roosevelt hna stepped on
the toes of Southern republican leaders without any attempt nt gentleness.
All over the country there is an
awakening of Interest in the ltot
election, and from almost every state
comes word of effort to displace Mr. HERE ARE THIS I'ACTS A BOLT
Roosevelt as the leader of his party.
TirE NINETEEN tiftAN'D DUKES

MYSTERY OF A DEAD MAN

Courts, as Mexico Does Not
Recognize Common
Law Wife.

EVENING CITIZEN.

agriculture, shows that the crop in
this state during the past year beats
Though
the
all previous records.
corn yielded some three million bushels less than the previous year its
value was far above that of any crop
previously raised In the state. The
and live
values of farm produce
stock are estimated at $424,222,767.
or more than 115,000,000 In excess of
the preceding year. The total yield
of wheat is estimated at 93,292,980
The all round increase
bushels.
amounts to 43 per cent.
AUSTRALIAN COAL

tleships are a present undermanned
and strenuous efforts are about to
be taken by the heads of the navy to
further encourage en list meats. la
accordance with a plan recently
adopted
Commander
William B.
White, U. R N.. is touring Ohle seeking recruits but is not meetlag wtth
the success he expected. Farther Inducements are about to be offered to

recruits and a dr'ermlned attempt
will be made to
all the war
crafts fully man"
the forth
coming North
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today and a.
i'
now full contro.
and other well k
'
In the district, lie i.
i
ed his intention of eu 'it e "
'
smelter to treat the orv
mines. Most of Mr. Schwab,
ty is in the Chihuahua district.
CAMPAIGN AGAINST CHILD
LABOR IN TUB BOOTH.
Charleston, S. C, Jan. 8. The campaign against child labor Is having
its effect in the cotton mills In thla
state for It Is now estimate1 that
more than
of the spindles
have ugreed to reduce the working
hours from sixty-si- x
to stxty-fohours a week and to sixty-tw- o
hours
in 190!).
It has also been aaneana-e- d
1910
that the hours In
will be sixty, but the scale of wages will not
be altered.
two-thir-

ur

FOK THE WEST COAST
fan Francisco. Jan. 3. The first
cargo of Australian coal arrived today on the British steamship Ellertc
from Melbourne. For want of coal
the Alaska Treadwell stamp mill has
been closed down as the Dunsmutr VAST TRACTS OP
mines are putting their output in reTEXAS LANM HOLD.
serve. Further cargoes from MelHouston, Tex., Jan. 3. Over JM.-00- 0
acres of land were so'd by pubbourne are due.
lic auction
yesterday.
The purNAVAL ENLISTMENTS
chasers have forty years to pay for
STILL DECREASING. the land which is situated la the
Washington, Jan. 3. Owing to the western part of the state. Large
NEW YORK I'RI IT GROWcontinued serious falling off in the tracts of land still remain for
In this state.
ERS IN CONVENTION. number of naval recruits several bat- I'cnyan, N. Y., Jan. 3. The annual meeting of the New York State
Fruit Growers association here today some very interesting addre-were delivered by prominent fruit
growers from all parts of the states.
Some of the topics discussed were
pleasantly situated.
"Fertilizers for Apples," "The Comea8y to reach,
mercial Strawberry
Hod."
"Fruit
Storage nnd the San Jose Scale."
relieves pai::.
Owing to the alarming spread of the
San Jose scale, during the past seaup
system,
builds
y
son and the great Interest taken
fruit growers In It. it has been de- - '
cures rheumatism,
nlilixi In u..t tin. u'tmli. il:iv Inmiirrnw
cures i dney ailments,
apart to d I.souks the question in i'.s
various phases. Among those who
cures diabetes,
Proaddressed the meeting were:
fessor E. P. Heniliit'k and Professor j
cures inoige8tion.
P. J. Purrott, of the New York state
experiment station at Geneva. Procures dropsy.
fessor M. V. Stlngerland, of the agricultural college of Cornell university;
II. J. Eustace, ot the department of
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
agriculture, Washington; Geo. C.
CLASS.
of the New York department
of agriculture; C. U. Cook, vice president of the Michigan horticultural society; Dr. Frances P. Kruutz, of the
S
SanU Fa Agent for round
Stubnitz Orchard company, Berkeley,
ratea,
trip
good for thirty day a.
exhibiW. Va. There was a capital
tion of fruit which was described as
the largest ever made at a winter
meeting, the experiment station at
Geneva alone showing more than six
hundred plates of beautiful fruit.
It you lutve uitxl outer uuaxra aaa
or
There is ulso a fine exhibition
spraying machines by the various
are not satisfled why not try aa.
Al kinds of machin
manufacturers.
We know we ran please you, eoca
ery and other material In use in the
fruit business were shown and ex
you get a suit of us you are aura to
plained to the visiters.
come again, aa our work U all atrtctly
MINIKIN'S INIQIE
first clagg.
GIFT Tit H YITLESIIIP.
Cleaning, pressing, and repairing
London, Jan. 3. In the Imperial
neatly done on. short notice.
institute today the citizens of London headed by the Lord Mayor Sir
Lf you want something right
aa
J. Trelvar. presented the captain and
a trial.
officer of the battleship London with
a silver model of the white tower
section of the tower of London. Th
model, whhh is exactly to stale, was
F. TOM El & BRO.
manufactured in aolld Hver and the
amount of labor involved can be
119 RuHromd Avtaum
Is "ld thiit It took
a
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Quality

Individuality

Purity-

Springs

-

Att-woo- d.

FAYWOOD,

The Quality of the Matt decides the body of a beer. BtatZ Malt is produced in the brewery's own malt house by
trained Malsters (years in Blatz service). "Not only hoW much mattbut hoW good" is here the inviolable
rule. This method is expensive, but the desired result is always achieved the Vital Ingredients of the malt are
d
thereby brought out and retained. To the Blatz malt is due the prevailing
State of "BlatZ Beer.
brewing
of Blatz Beer are rich in aromatic properties and tonics (hop bitters), which
The Hops used in the
lend to the beer that fragrance which captivates lovers of the beverage. The tonics act as a mild Stimulant to the

I New Mexico

;

full-bodie-

404KO40O4404K4t

Blats Beer is perfectly fermented and ripened in the coldest and cleanest cellars extant.
The most skilled masters zealously guard "Blatz" Individuality. The paramount object being to maintain
with absolute uniformity every characteristic that has these many years meant Blatz Quality.

digestion,

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO.,
"V

.
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STERN, SCHLOSS & CO., Wholesale
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go out on a strike, the company hav-

AND ITS NEW

LINE
It Will Be a Transcontinental
Route. Wlih San Diego
as Terminal.

ing raised the salaries of the employes
to the American standard, which they
are said to have asked for.
It was stated some time ago that
the conductors would resign their positions on the tlrst of the year If the
wages were not Increased to the
standard paid In this country and the
sentiment of the conductors on the
question of resigning In Case the raise
was not granted was said to have been
strongly In favor of quitting should
the increase not be forthcoming.
The raise In salaries by the company
Is said to have been the only thing
that prevented a general walkout of
conductors on the entire system.
RIG

X

SB

F.V MF.X1CO (OAI.
t'ONCKHN'

RAI.XF.S
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Notice is posted at all coal mining
and coking properties of the St.
Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific
It In reported on Kcmd authority company, the largest coal company
&
Artoperating In New Mexico, notifying all
that thr proponed Sun DU'go
sona railroad in a Kock Island pro-- 1 coal minors and other employes of
aad that It will complete the link increase in wages running from 6 to
of tkte Hook Island by way of Kl 10 per cent, according to conditions
1'iifKj, nays a Yuma dispatch.
It has and class of labor.
This will subbran carrently believed In the nouth-we- stantially Increase the already large
Ispay rolls of the company. A similar
far some time that the Rock
land laterent. arc In control of the Kl increase was made a few days ago to
runs
&
Southwestern,
Paito
which
employes of the St. Louis,
Rocky
from Tacumcari, N. M.. to Uenson, Mountain and Pacific Railway comA tlx., a. distance of f26 miles. It conpany, one of the subsidiary compannects with the Hock Island at Tucum- - ies of the coal company mentioned.
m
,
m
w
trackage
rights
through
cari and
Tlie New Mexican says: Mr. and
Kock Island trains are operated over
that divtaion into Kl I'aso. The San Mrs. C. C. Sroufe have given up
Diego II Arizona Is to run from Pen- housekeeping for the winter and
non to Han Diego. Cal.
taken apartments at the Hotel Palace.
Joba D. Spreckles, the xugiir mag- Mr. Sroufe Is a civil engineer and is
nate af San Francisco, has been elect- connected with the Arizona & Coloed president of the new company. He rado railroad, which has instituted a
y
is said to represent the Rock Ixlund
suit against the DenThis route of the proposed ver & Klo Grande railroad.
Interests.
road la through Yuma, where it will
Application was made at Guthrie,
Pacitlc
con sect with the Southern
The new company has ac- tikla.. at the territorial secretary's
railroad.
quired all of the franchises and hold- office for a charter for the St. Iuis,
ings af the San Diego Kastern Rail- Oklahoma & Pacific Railway comway company, which had the building pany, which proposes to build from
Joplin. Mo., to Pond Creek. Okla.
of a similar line of road in view.
H. V. Toakum, chairman of the ex- The company Is capitalized at 17,200,-loProminent oil men of the Inecutive boards of the Rock Island and
Frisco, visited San Diego about four dian Territory are among the incor'years ago and shortly thereafter it porators.
was announced that extensive tracts
The Denver. Bnid & Gulf, which s
of ground for port and terminal facilities had been purchased there on owned by the Santa Fe, has been exbehalf of Mr. Yoakum for use when tended during the past year from
to Sun City," Kan., a
the time caine for bo' ling the new Cherokee, ofOkla..
B9.71 miles, and work Is
The pro distance
i
to
San in progress from Sun City to Belvl-derposed road
Kan., 10.14 miles.
- than the
The line In
Diego w''
Hout
een Ron Kansas has been built under the chari
ter or the Denver, Kansas & Gulf.
s'
.
v.V
.rn lias In the annual report of the Southi
t
navlng the
n
company. President
i
railroad which ern Pacific
notes an expenditure of $536,-6- 2
.uental divide.
.' '.:
It
on the line of the railroad In the
l
..nes to all of the lending Salton
ii.ii i
basin. In moving the tracks
..
i
districts in Arizona and Now several
times and finally in building
It t'so taps the groat Duw- - about forty
;ico. Held
miles of new track higher
ill New Mexico.
.B coal
up
. .
the side of the basin.
m
m
m
TKXAK OAR SHORT ;K M AY
Frank Dlbert. assistant treasurer
KatSULT IN 1UH FIX F.ltSllll'S. of the Santa Fe Central, who was
The Texas railroad commission is here on business and as the guest of
threatening to throw several railroads Col. anil Mrs. VV. S. Hopewell, has
into the hands of receivers because returned to Santa Fe.
m
m
9
of tlwir Inability to handle trufllc
George H. Shone, of Alamosa,
promptly on uecoum of the car shortage,
la a letter written to V. l". Colo., master mechanic of the Denver
general & Rio Grande, was at Santa Fe yesFrestoa, of Fort
Worth.
freight agent of tin- Texas lines of the terday on business.
Frisco railroad. Commissioner U. R.
General Superintendent I. L.
Colquitt said:
of the Santa Fe coast line, is
"Complaints column to this commission from tlie public of the refusal recovering from a serious illness at
of railroads to accept freight or to Alameda, Cal.
forward same are so numerous that
we have not stenographers enough in Etware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Mercury.
the ollice to answer same with as mercury Contain
will surely destroy the sense
promptness, and the situation is be of smell and
completely derange the
coming unbearable to I he public. whole system when entering It through
surfaces. fciueli articles
There is pending in this commission the mucous
never be used except on presa nrmber of motions by Commission- should
criptions from reputable physicians, as
dnmago they will do is ten fold to
ers Allison and Maytield to put sev- the
the good you can possibly derive from
eral railroads in this state in the them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
hands of receivers and if the man- by F. J. Chenney
& Co., contains no
agers el those properties can riot per- mercury, and is taken Internally, acting
upon
directly
blood
and mucous surthe
form their duties to the public with- faces of the system. In
buying
out sach unreasonable delay and the Catarrh Cure be sure you get theHall's
genIt Is taken internally and made
situation is not relieved within a reas- uine.
in Tnledo. Ohio by F. J. Cheney tt Co.
onable time, I expect to vote for this Testimonials free.
motto a as a relief to the public and
Bold by druggists. Price. 75c. per Dolet the courts run the railroads ttleTake Hall's Family
Pills for
awhile."
right-of-wa-

o.

trans-continen- tal
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SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE
MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

AE

WITH

Albuquerque Carriage Company

LAW'S HOOT.

Man.

Cor. Coal
Cor. Ooal & Second, East end Viaduct
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474

THE ROCK ISLAND

1

Corntr Flrtt Strttt and

OO0O00X0COO00

Special Correspondence.
Ioxlngtnn.
Ky., Jan. 3. Kentucky's old vagrancy law, by which a
man may be sold Into slavery. Is still
In force, and
under its provisions
"Dock" Aubury, a white man, SO
years of age,
but Illiterate, was sold to a master for nine
months at Klixiihethtown, the other
able-bodie-

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

d,

Aubury brought but

ple would think this

Most peo-

$1.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

day.

T(Ta 4mae

WEST RHUMB ME-KU- E
NEXT 10 BANK OF

COUUEICE.

rather cheap for

n
the services of a
man for
nine long mouths, but there nre others who doubt if J. J. Johnson, the
Hardin county blacksmith, the purchaser, got a bargain.
"Dock" has the reputation of being
a big enter. Those who say they
know say he can clean up a table set
for an ordinary family in n few minutes.
They say "Dock" actually
did
this. He had upon one occasion gone
to the home of the county judge to
beg. The cook hud spread and placed
dinner upon the table, and was Just
about to ring the bell for the family
when she had a call to the telephone
upstairs.
When she returned in about five
minutes "Dock" had helped himself
to everything in sight, and only reh-aiinremained to tell the tale.
"Dock" took his departure and was
later sent to the county Jail for begfull-grow-

VISIT3(12OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH 9CCOND BTftEKT
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
t& STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

"Dock" married a few years ago to
a pretty young girl of the Bredenburg
neighborhood. He had begged a new
suit of clothes, collar and tie, and
promised the donor that he would go
to the country and assist in harvesting the grain. He went to the home
of a distant relative, and went with
the family to church.
There was a revival meeting going
on and he met a neighbor girl.
He
looked fine and she fell in love with
away,
In
a few days they ran
him.
and going into the clerk's office told
the clerk Hint they wanted to get
At first a license was remarried.
fused them, but "Dock" begged and
said he was going to marry and go
to work on the farm.
Every one about the court house
had taken kind of a liking to the fellow, because he would not work and
had managed to live without it so
lung. So a purse was made up to pay
for the license. He was married, and
returning to the home of his wife's
parents proceeded to continue his life
of ease.
w. an easy
At first the father-in-l- a
going farmer, thought his new
would go to work as soon as the
honeymoon began to wane, but after
giving him plenty of time and meeting with a positive assertion that he
did not have to work he kicked
"Dock" out.'
He had been away from Klizabeth-tow- n
only a month when he reappeared and went on the loafing job
again.
who bought
Now.
Mr. Johnson,
son-in-la- w

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

J. KORBER

& CO.,
CrCr00000O00C

SCENE AT SALE OF "DOCK" AVBl'ItY.
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agrants nave long been sold Into bondage in Kentucky.ii
Long
before the war a worthless white man called "King Koloman," because when sawing a limb from a tree in the court
on one
occasion he stood on the limb and cut It off between himself and
WIIITF.

SI..AVP.
-- -

-

.

.

.

,

v
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THIRD STREET

couch
CURE the LUNC8

KILLthe

yr-.--

the tree, getting an ugly fall for his carelessness, was put up and
auctioned olT the same as slaves were sold In those days.
He was bought by an old woman
known
as "Gingerbread
Charlotte," because she lived by selling gingerbread on the streets.
"King Solomon" went home with her, but would not work, and she
finally drove him away.
Later when the cholera broke out here grave diggers could
not be found. Everyone was fleeing for his life, but "King Solomon
took up a spade and worked night and day burying the dead In
the city graveyard.
For this "King Solomon" received his reward. He was made a
hero and no history of Lexington or Kentucky Is complete without
telling of the deeds of "King Solomon" during the 1833 cholera
epidemic In Lexington, and a neat stone marks his grave in the
cemetery.

and

Meat Market

Dr. lung's
Nov Bis'covory

All Kind, of Freah and
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A. SLEYSTER
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BECKER

M.

am adi

HOTEL
I, 1906
Bmnta Fm Depot

Naw Management, Hevember

Opposite the

A DO LPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. Af.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAVfc
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Araljo Billdla

THE HIGHLAND LIVER

fro0.

BAM BROOK BHOB.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.
Tbe "Sadie" for mountain pertle and
at special rates on week day.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John Si

A. E. WALKER,

.

ljok--al-

A

First St.

In Oroceriea, ProrUloas, fftafj,
Grain and Fuel.
Fins Line of Imported Wines, Llqian
and Cigar. Place your orrtam tm
this line with n.
NORTH THIRD

1

DOCK"

Rdo

ALBUQUERQUE. H.

Williams' Indian Pile
SDr.
will cure Blind,
and Itching
Piles, llubnorlmlhe tumors.
stluys the itcbing at once, acta Dealer
us a nouitiee. e'vci Instant re

loll IE

MAUGEP
VJOOL
Manger.
n

A
Oflloo, 119 North

rimm
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Hon. Office at S17 Wert
ayenae.

Evory Woman

KM

Maala.

W. E.

Fraa Trial.

of being so far from town. He said
he could not think of walking so far,
but that he must go to town soon or
lief. Dr. Vvllllomu'lndlnnrileOlnt-ment
he would loose his mind. Mr. Johnis nrenared for Piles and Itch
son said:
ing of Dm private purts.
Kvrry box is
" 'Dock' will do all right.
warranted. Ilv druuirlKts. hr mull on re- He is
of prlre. 60 cents and f l.UO. WILLIIMS
sleepy, but I think this is due to eat- Cfll.t
MMUFsCTURING CI.. Prop. Chrelanu. cW
ing too much. Since he came here he
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN & SON.
has tried to eat everything on the
place."
7.
Lawyers here say that were the
law taken before the court of appeals
it would likely be declared unconsti
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
tulional. but nobody cares to take up
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the case.
Room (, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Dangers of n Cold and How to Avoid
J'licni.
More fatalities have their origin in
or result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make people more careful as there Is
no danger whatever from a cold when
It Is properly treated in the beginning,
Fiir many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been recognized as the
most prompt and effect ual medicine
in use for this disease. It acts on na
ture a plan, loosens the cough, relieves 'Mil; lungs, opens the secretions
MEN AND WOMEN. and aids nature in restoring the sysUp Btj 41 1
onnatarml tem to a healthy condition.
Sold by
a nA
dischar,ioDavtiiuattunt, all driiKgists.
irritations or ulceration
iaarulMa
MfiMar..
i la
of - niii con Bittmbrauea.
PiOTMto Caataafe.
I... inn n At atatrin.
FORT RAYAR1). X. M., 1KC. 24.
or potnoaoua.
Sealed proposals In triplicate for furky
Draasricu,
LUN0iaun,l.
J or mnt to piato wrppr, nishing and Installing electric light
tT ipretM. prepaid, for fixtures In I'ost Kxchange at this post,
(I 0. or I bottlra tT.
will be received here until II a. in., COMING IN OUT
Circular aaat oa ratucat.
January 23, 107, and then opened.
OF THE COLD
Information furnished on application. we appreciate a perfectly heated
I'nited States reserves right to nccept bouse, but It Is not every
house that
or reject any or all proposals or any Is properly warmed. If yourg
is inimitf i ana wouia inow
lackpart thereof. Fnvelopes containing ing In aay way. or If you areIsundeabuut tbn wunUvrful
MARVELWhirlinoSnray
proposals
be endorsed
should
"Prowhat Is the best system to Inlua OrW Vaslaal Sjrlac.
posals for Klectrlc Light Fixtures In cided
stall
a new house and need InforPost Exchange," and addressed to mationla that
Is trustworthy and valu8. 1'. Vestal,
('apt.
able, let us know of your trouble.
Aat fonr liniirriat fnr
If ha cannot autiUlr tj
Itching, bleeding, protruding
II 4 It V K I., a. pt no
or We are specialists for hot water, hot
titltr hilt and ataniD fur
M
blind piles yield to Doan's Ointment. air and steam heating.
H
rl.
lllu.tml.1
run i.ri ni .rt an.1 ninN'iioiia in
Chronic cases soon relieved, finally
M K Kl. I t.
Taliial.lv to lamea.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
cured. Druggists all sell It.
41 t a.USa atrcat, M W IIIKK.

I

Salt

Steam 8a usage Factory,
KMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building, North Third BtroaY,

Surest and ttuickest Cur for all
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

t
"Dock." has begun to fear he has
made a mistake. "Dock." is about to
eat him out of house nnd home, and
will work only when the sturdy blacksmith is right with him. The first
thing "Dock" did was to assist In
welding a wagon tire. He was holding the rim while Mr. Johnson struck
It with his hammer, "Dock" went to
sleep and pulled the tire too far over
the side of the nnvll and the hammer
broke It In two places, ruining the
rim so that it could not be fixed.
Mr. Johnson set "Dock" to shucking and his little boy came In soon
with the report that the lazy one was
fast asleep In the corn crib.
When "Dock" first arrived on the
place the honest blacksmith gave him
it seat at the table with the family,
as he did any other farm hand, but
d
"Dock" took a whole pone of
and emptied the meat dish in
his plate the tlrst time It was passed
to him. Now "Dock" cuts in the kitchen, and only such things as can be
spared are given him.
Asked how he liked being a slave
"Dock" said he did not like the idea

MKW MKXiCO
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Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc
Harness & Saddles,

ts

ging.

THE
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LI VERT, BALE, FEED AND TRANS-

FER STABLES.
Horsee and Mule Bought
chanted.

and

1

BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QTT1
Second Street, between Railroad aad
Copper Ayeoue.

J4I"H rXllt WORK ON
TI1K R VI I. ROARS.
Several Japanese laborers are arriving la the city over the Mexican Central every day and are going out of
here on the Southern Pacific and
other roads, some being destined for
California and others stopping oft before they reach the coast to work on
railroads, nays the El I'aso Herald.
i One hundred and tifty of these foreigners are said to t leaving Guadalajara for this port, here they will
enter the United SMi
and go into
different sections of the country.
It
is fctated that the Japanese coming
here are those who were brought Into
Mexico as contract laborers and have
served their time.
Many of those arriving are refused
admission becuu.se of lack of funds
and danger that they will become a
public burden.
NO CARK FOR OAI.
AT CAKLMtMt,
. M.
A CarLsbad
dispatch says: Mayor
A P. O'OuInn is In receipt of a let-

ter from General Manager Avery Turner, of the IVcon Valley tt Northeastern railway, regarding the coal
situation in Carlsbad, the attention of
the, rftllroud. nivu having been called
to the necessity fur some action on
the road's part by M,or O'Qulnn
several days ago.
In his letter Mi'. Turner assured the
mayor that he and Ids assistants
were keeping a close watch on the
situation and were doing all they
could to rush cars into Carlsbad, and
stated that the railroad would, if the
necessity became so stressful, divide
the last lump it possessed with the
of Carlsbad
CKNTRAIi OMl l .
TORS WILL NOT RF.SIG.
Announcement was received at Kl
Paso stating that the conductors on
the Mvilcan Central system will not
MKXICAN
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its Location
BELEN IS

MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE 8YSTEM LEADING
EAST AND WE8T FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.600
PEOPLE: SEVERAL IARGE MERCANTILE E8-.B- 1
IfiiiviifVTa. TWff. BWLEtf paTs:;t ROLLER
M
IRELS DAILY; LARUE
, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BJ
..wot SHIPPING POINT FOR
W .
r uoUH, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
31
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COME

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Towif and
provement Co.
,0HN BECKER, Pres

WM. M. BERBER,

oa)oooo

Keoaoaoeoa

A Railway

Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRE8S, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EA8T AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANT OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION): NO SAND OR
GRAVEL WB NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A OOOD,
S,

Im-

SeCy.

OUB PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT:
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY CASH. TWO-THIRMAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
TEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOT9.
ONE-THIR-
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

Believe Us

MORTUARY

LOCAL AND

THniSDAV, JANUARY

IM7.

.

Off With the Old
On With the New

The funeral of Mr. Ada Campfleld-Clarkwhose death wan published In
We can save you money
The Evening Citizen yesterday afternoon, will take place nt the Congregational church, on south Broadway, toIt. J. Manot ramc In from
mk Vemorrow Friday) afternoon,
gas last night on business.
at 3
Rev. Itarron, pastor, officiat- In the purchase of a Piano
Harry V. Kelly and C. C. Uoblns of o'clock.
Ln Vegas arrived at the Alvarado ing. Burial will be had in the Fair-viecemetery.
The following genlast evening.
sale is a demonstration
tlemen will act as
Felix
diaries Reinken of the Helen
Muynard Gunsul, 10. J. Alger,
Co., Helen. Is among the visit- Samuel
of
belief
merchandise move
in
Roy stamm and We Carry the Largest Stock
Plckard.
ors to the jMike City.
Raymond Stamm.'
Ever
Shown
New
Pianos
of
in
season.
Some
lines
arremain practically
Judge A. J. Ahhott of Simla Ke
The casket will not be opened at
rived here lasl evening on business the church, but all friends who wish in This Territory.
intact must
the fate of broken lots
He was at the court house this morn-h.to take a last, farewell look at the
beautiful dead woman can call at SECONDHAND Pianos
at sizes in this
clearance. Coods
have
Mr. and Mrs. 11. K. Kreelove of 711 the residence. No. 221 North Seventh
West Ilnmn avenue are being con- street, tonight and tomorrow morn- your own prices almost
been too high class for the majority of buyers
gratulated by their friends on the ar- ing.
SEE US betore you buy
Ijite yesterday afternoon, by perrival of a son.
must move back into the
of the lower
Hon. Solomon Luna paid his f.ire to mission of the bereaved parents and
husband,
n
post
mortem
examination
priced. Excess stock must diminish, and our
Magdalena Inst night, where he has
gone nit btislnes connected with his was made, and It developed the fact
diagnosis
citse,
a
that
of
the
the
method of bringing this result about is the ready
nearby sheep ranges.
&
made by Dr. Hope and the physicians
L. O. Uosenfield. the pawn broker,
in consultation, was correct that of
knife
cuts deep into prices.
will take a rest. He did a good busi- Intestinal
20 W. OoU Avcorc
obstruction In the region of Est.blliica' 19M
ness during the month of December, the
gall duct, and that no skill nor
and In a few day he will visit rela- operation of any kind could have preIn a few days we will announce some startling
tives and friends in Kansas City. He vented deuth.
price-reductiowill be absent several weeks.
Genuine American block, per
on all of our left-over- s.
ton
$6.M
has reapMiss Maud Holland.
Governor Hagerman
In the meantime,
in if in need of any Cloth$6.50
pointed Trof. C. M. Light preldent of
The body or Miss MauO. Holland, Cerrlllos Lump
$A.&0
school, to who died of tuberculosis at the home Anthracite Nnt
the Silver Clt. Normal
Furnishing
Goods
and we can convince you
ing or
$9.00
F. M. Morgan, Anthracite mixed
succeed himself us a member of the of her brother-in-laquickly that our store is the best place for you to
territorial board of education, his 410 South Kdlth street, will be ship- Anthracite,. . . .stove .anil .furnace
sizes
$9.50
term thereon hnvlng expired Jan. 1. ped to Columbus, (la., on delayed No.
obtain these goods. All of our Suits, Overcoats,
$6.00
2thl afternoon. Miss Holland's death Clean Gas Coke
Miss Claude Albright, nn AlbuquerWOOD.
afterque girl, who has achieved the high- occurred on' last Wednesdoy
Underwear, Hosiery, Sweaters and other Winter
Mill Wood, per load .... $9.33
est success In the musical world possi- noon. She came here two years ago Green
Dry
per
Mill
Wood,
$3.75
load
Mrs.
for
health.
of
the
benefit
Furnishings are offered at cut prices.
her
ble In this country, will appear In
$3.00
concert at Elks' opera house next Lena White, a sister, will accompany Factory Wood, per load
the body to Columbus, where two sisweek.
&
W.
Frank Haiuloval, who worked In ters and two brothers reside.
Both
Phonos.
this office at various times during the
'
Yesterday afternoon services were
last few years has returned to the held at Strong's undertaking estabDR. L. II. CHAMFIERLAIN,
city from Jtaton, where he was em- lishment over the remnlns of the InDENTIST.
ployed as pressman on thj Raton fant son of Mr. and Mrs. William
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
IIOOM S.
Kanpe.
Hauser, of New York avenue. Rev.
BLOCK.
'CIlOMWEI.il
Mrs. H. J, Cowgill is about to leave Ernest Moser, of the German Luth
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.
Interment
Albuquerque for Kan Pedro, Mexico, eran church, officiated.
where she will Join her husband. Mr. took place 111 Fulrvlew cemetery.
Cowgill recently allied himself with a
new lumber company at that place
Men's high top shoes, box calf oi"
and the family will reside there In thtj Uussla calf, with extra heavy visco-llze- d
future.
sole. EiMier black or tan. Just
The Samlia mountains on the side the thing to keep your feet warm and
dry
without any rubbers. Price range
facing the city, ure covered clear
down to the mesa with snow. Parties from $3.50 to $4.00. C. May' shoe
115-11- 7
in from the plains beyond the Sandia store. 314 West Railroad avenue.
and Manzano ranges report snow to
Between Railroad and Cvpptr Ave.
at least a foot deep, but no losses to THE AM EI IIC AX MAGAZINE HAS
CHANGED HANDS.
stock are reported. The fall of snow,
hours, seems to For at) Years It Was Leslie's Popular
the past forty-eighave- - been general in central
New
Monthly.
Mexico.
Ida M. Tarbell, who wrote Lincoln
Dr. K. IS. Kaufman, who has been and the famous "Story of Rockefelsojourning in the city the past few ler;" William Allen White, the well
weeks and made professlonol calls to- known Kansas editor; E. P. Dunne,
gether with Dr. D. H. Cams, left to- creator of "Mr. Dooley;" Ray Slan-nar- d
day on the delayed No. 8 passenger
Baker and Lincoln Steffens are
train for the east. He will flrst visit under the leadership of John 8.
Chicago, and from there he will go Phillips, now editing The American
to Washington, whore he will remain Magazine.
several weeks and watch the doings
Never before has such a brilliant
of the national lawmakers.
group been gathered together,
and
E. N. Clark and C. W. Tully of they are not only contributing themDuran-go
Denver, also Itees McClosky of
selves, but are filing the magazine
and C. C. Sroufe of the Southern with the very best novels and short
Pacific railroad, are In the city in con- stories und great timely articles by
nection with the Colorado and
other famous writers and beautiful
In Rear of Store
a-Denver
and Uio Grande railroad pictures by great artist.
injunction suit, which comes up
A Great Bargain.
Judge Abbott this morning. A.
The regular price for the twelve
H. Itenehan of Santa Fe. who
ar- - numbers of The American Magazine
rived here lust night with Mr. Rene-ha- is $1.20 little enough as it is, but for
a limited time you can get the Nowill also appear In the suit.
There iras a delay of more than vember and December, 1906, numtwelve hours in the arrival of all bers, with ''a 'full year's subscription
trains from the west today, owing to for 1907 for a dollar, or
II Numbers for Only $1.00.
a wreck somewhere west of Winslow.
Think of it! Think of the quality of
Train No. 8 due last night at 8:4G
did not arrive here till 1.45 today. reading you get for $1.00. Think of
Train No. 4, which should have been the quantity at least two great novhere at 12:18 last night arrived to- els, 98 short stories, 28 poems, 70
day at 11:59 and No2, due here at timely articles, 800 beautiful pictures,
-:
8:25 this morning, did not reach here und all for $1.00.
Reading?
Winter
Your
How
About
S
o'clock
till after
this afternoon.
Cut this offer out, write your name
Owing to the death of Mrs. Ada
address on a slip of paper and
Campfluld-Clark- i,
which sad event and
it, with $1.00. Send it now towas chronicled in The Evening Citizen mail
14 months'
yesterduy afternoon, the ladles of the day isbefore the special
withdrawn. Send it by check,
St. John's Guild today announce that offer
postal money order or a dollar bill,
their concert, advertised to take place at
publisher' risk, to The Ameriat the Elks' opera house on Wednes- canthe
Magazine, 141 Fifth Avenue.
day evening, Jan. 9, has been postCity.
poned to FrIJay evening, Jan. 11.
The deceasei". had always been active
.
WINTER MILLINERY
in just such church entertainments as
that to bo given by the ladies of the
St. John's Guild, and out of respect
iiegimiing Friday,
January 4 tit,
to her memory they considered it
I.iura M. Lutz will sell all winonly proper and right to announce a Miss
postponement of two days, so none of ter millinery goods regardless of cost,
their arrangements might conflict to make room for spring goods.
with the funeral and burial of the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIIT.
deceuscd.
,
WANTED Five bridge and pile drivamong
now
Is
politicians
Interest
's
er men, with tools, at onoe.
centering about the nominations for
Employment Agency.
Justice of the peace and constable in FOR RENT A
farm, 5 miles
for
precincts,
election
the various
the
good pastures and free
north;
with
14.
January
occurs
on
offices
which
water rights. Address P, O. Box 55
Last evening in Caesar Grande' hull
Albuquerque, N. M.
movt rirmt mtrm.t
113, tte,
on north Broadway, W. W. McClellan
dot. 409, 7.Morth rirmtmtrt
was nominated by the democrats for
liUTTF.H CUSTOMERS WANTED.
justice of the peace in precinct 12
In disposing of the Matthew Jersey
and W. C. llurgess received the demo- Dairy, I reserved a number of richly
The
cratic nomination for constable.
bred Jersey cowa, with the intention
meeting was presided over by John of making a gilt edge article of table
At Hanchos de Atrisco last butter, and desire a limited number
Sllva.
evening the people's party placed In of customers for same. Butter will
71
nomination for Justice of the peace be sold at 40 cents per pound, delivFranslto Gabaldon, and for constable. ery twice weekly. Buttermilk
will
Salvador Ansures. Nominations have also be furnished
when desired.
most
already been made in
of the Phone Red 187 or address J. E. MAT
county precincts and the contest THEW, CITY.
one.
prove
lively
n
promises to
MONEY TO IOAN.
In sums to suit, upon improved city
Dlt. C. 11. CON NOH
real estate, or other satisfactory se
OSTEOPATH.
ltoonui 3 and 4, N. T. Aroaljo. burbling. curity. Apply to the undersigned. No,
601, corner Sixth street and Hunlng
avenue.
JUAN GARCIA.
e,

PERSONAL

MO IV

w

New Year's Resolutions
Only express our intention to do something

JUR annual January

TODAY

s:

Mer-eantl-

our

making
that

share
January

heretofore undone or undo something done.
They are easy in theory, but often
very hard in practice.

and

that

ranks

Do It Today

Resolutions

We Have Made No New

Learnard

-

ami will dominate llio policy w shall pursue
formed at Uie beginning of our business
through 1007 the habit
career of orrvlng our customers faithfully. I 'or our old friends and
Ote numerous new ones 1906 brought us ve still retain Uie old
hablta that brought us all success Ihut or aiding them in spending
tlelr Hlioe money to Uio bent advantage.
JukI at this pcrkxl when Uie inerensed cost of material Ih such a
temptation to skimp a little we stick as close as ever to the quality
habit. So wlicn yon buy onr shoos you ueed have no misgivings
about Urelr future. We guarantee satisfaction.
Okl habit Mill cllnR

Largest Line of Candy in the City

8

SUGAR
T.

NORTH FIRST STREET

y. MAVNAlit)

LEADING

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

JEWFLERS

Send In Your Watches for Repairs
THE AHCII FRONT

SOUTH

Stoves and Steel Ranges

ht

CO.

MEXICO'S

Wagon Covers

SECOND ST.

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

Arizon-

he-fo- re

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

J

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

H. HAHN

--

F. F. Trotter

GEO. W. HICKOX

COAL

ull

to

CONFECTIONERY

that

ns

C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor

Lindemann.

CO.

TIN SHOP

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

n,

Foarth and Railroad Avenite

0o VlflHIllTMlEY
SDRfllPAMY

'

Wholesale and Retail-

8

&

A

I

fc

Rarebit

New-Yor-

Itowm:in dating I)Uh.
.myt nu worrying nltotit 6m.

In a !. aiTi:-AHv.iy

No.2li2

,

tl:c

h1?iining, Cowman &Cc.

Chafing Dish
y t:r roues'.

He

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamond, Witches, Jawalry. Cat Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trsds and guarantes A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

SURE you will appreciate
WE aARE
Suit or Overcoat with the
dis-

tinctive style and fit which STEIN-BLOCClothing has.
It costs about the same as ordinary
clothing, but you can distinguish the workmanship a block away.
Ask to be shown. It might save you
much annoyance.
Suits range in price from $ 1 5 upwards.
H

L

Moil Orders Solicited

WASHBURN

Albuquerque,

NeMexlco

People Are
Rapidly Learning

AVE

WANTED.
WHO IS ACQUAINTED
WITH THE CONSUMING
TRADE.
GOOD SALARY. EOll PARTICUL
CAM,
AT
ARS
THE CITIZEN
A

E.

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

It

GO,

&

Q

re

HARDWARE

COMPANY

MAX

A working man with $100 00 cash
can have Interest In paying business.
No scheme. Experience unnecessary.
Albuqut rquo Junk Co , 506 South
Second Htreet.
o
For a few days we will pay from
ton for iron. As
a
$2.00 to $20.00
usual, we pay the highest possible
prices for any and all kinds of
metals, rags, clothing, magazines, etc.
Albuquerque Junk Co, 506 South
Second street.

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS CORK,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONO-M1CAI- -.

GRATI
11 Alt X

EXCELLENT
$6.
S,
& CO.

PER

OPEN
TON. W. H.

FOR

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAL- -

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admissloi 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

&

e&

HARDWARE

Col-burn-

Co. Chafiug Uinlica.
rOR SALE BY

ALBUQUEROUE

O

(J

produced n dainty morsel to rrfrsle
lie uutc to wre tlist your
c'ialini dish is utrilled with tli.
patcutnl tttmlaH "Ivory9
slrcl fnwtl pan found only in Mao
ham

niu, towouo

I

That water chilled by contact with ice is'
much more wholesome than water into
which ice is put directly.

Sealshipt Oysters
Are the only Oysters shipped without ice or preservatives put directly
in the receptacle with them. This is possible only through the use of

Sealshipt Oyster Carrier.
"Once a Sealshipt customer, always a Sealshipt customer."
Try Sealshipt Oysters once and you will never accept any uther kind.
Sealshipt Oysters Fresh Every Morning at the

